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Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln
Rockland Attorney Entered 46 At Madison Square Garden But Veteran Firemen s Food rair and Bazaar Is Un the Job
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
-Standing of Popularity Contest
tion and very reasonable.
and Brought Home 42 Prizes
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
tc
The Rockland Gazette was established
ln 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
The Mac Brothers with a little bit
The food fair and bazaar, given
The Elmer S. Bird Cup offered for
Frank A. Tirrell, Jr., entered 46
ln 1882. The Free Press was established
'n 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
tc the
the best young Modena went this under the auspices ef the Rockland of Scotch and old time melodies.
Tribune. These papers consolidated birds in the Madison Square Garden
Orchestra specialties.
March 17, 1897.
year to W. W. Diessler of Philadel

TALK OF THE TOWN
William Gabrielson was operated
upon Sunday for a broken arm, the

ffi°n being °r AbbOtt °f P°rt'
Fifteen children have been fitted
with shoes as the result of City Ma
tron Corbett's appeal in this paper
Saturday.

Veteran Firemen, was officially
Pigeon and Poultry Show last week,
Introducing Superstitious Jones,
phia, but of course must be won
opened last night—by King Winter. assisted by Prof. Sim with their 30 j Mrs. William S. Colson is seriously
•••
•»•••••••
$1
and
had
the
satisfaction
of
seeing
42
tc .»•
three
consecutive
years
to
become
a
•••
Oi
ill at Knox Hospital as the result of
To rejoice in the prosperity of — of them qualify in the premium list. permanent holding. Mr. Diessler's The storm and the bad travelling minutes of Magic and Mystery.
taking bichloride of mercury tablets
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
another Is to partake of It.—WilMusical selections.
accidentally.
His winnings were represented by 11 entry in this contest was an import conditions naturally had the effect
•••
llam
Austin.
tc I •••
Amateur elimination contest. Prizes
firsts,
10
seconds,
7
thirds,
9
fourths
of
keeping
the
crowd
away,
but
those
•••
ed
bird,
which
barely
nosed
out
Mr.
Oi
Tickets 49 Cents
IP
•«.
.«.
|p
The old Dirigo No. 3 flag, now in its
who did brave the elements felt re to winners.
and 5 fifths.
Tirrell’s home-bred competitor.
71st year, is shown on the stage at
All of Mr. Tirrell’s entries were
The show was one of the best and warded by the lively and attractive
Jimenez Mexican Troubadours.
AUGUSTA MAN WANTS IT
Spear hall where the veteran fire
Modena pigeons, and when it is the association has held, according scene in Spear hall and by the enter
—
Wednesday Night
men's carnival is being held this
I Ralph W. Farris To Oppose Franz taken into consideration that there to Mr. Tirrell, who by the way, was tainment which the Mexican Trouba
Selections from piano accordion by week. It was presented to the organi
Burkett
For
Spea/.ership
Of
Next
zation by relatives of the late J. W.
ployment ill North Carolina undtr
WOULD DENY EMPLOYMENT
were 2700 entries the importance of re-elected president of the Modena dours put on. Senor Jimenez has ( W. A. Smith.
House
Crocker.
_____
the terms of a bill introduced yeshis winnings will be more clearly Club Mrs. Tirrell accompanied him plenty of talent in his troupe, and
Selections by orchestra members.
Senator Powell said____
his _bill
Mamed. _____
women whose husbands terday.
the
freak
instruments
which
figure
Ralph
W.
Farris,
Augusta,
repre

understood.
to New York.
Dancing specialties by Otto the
Anna Tillinghast, U. S. Commis
was intended to relieve to some exhave incomes of $100 a month or
the unemployment condition sentative to the Legislature the past
in the program are regarded with Wonder.
sioner of Immigration for New Eng
I
two
terms,
announces
that
he
will
be
more, would be denied public em- now existing in the state.”
land at the port of Boston, will be
much curiosity.
' Vocal selections.
j a Republican candidate for speakerCOLBY'S NEW SITE
PLANS COMPLETED
the speaker for the afternoon be
The handsome booth provided by
Jimenez Mexican Troubadours.
ship of the House in 1933, opposing
fore the Roslindale (Mass.) Com
Franz U. Burkett, Portland, who was
the local battery of the Coast Artil
Thursday Night
munity Club this afternoon, her sub
Waterville
College
To
Be
Lo

Knox-Lincoln
Farm
Bureau
defeated for the position this term
lery Corps attracts much attention, ( Behold! The return of Supersti ject being “America and the Alien."
by Dr. E. Delmont Merrill, Dovercated on Mayflower Hill
Has Now Held All Meet the decorations being in the regi tious Jones assisted by Prof. Sim with Mrs. Tillinghast was a resident of
Foxcroft.
mental colors. Those in charge re j their 30 minutes of Magic and Mys Rockland several years ago when her ,
Overlooking City
“While I think it is too early to
ings
husband was pastor of the Univer
corded three service prospects last tery.
ask any member of the present
salist Church.
House for a definite pledge," Farris
A tract of 518 acres, located on
The seven planning meetings of night.
Dancing specialties by Otto the
said in a letter announcing his can Mayflower Hill, a beautiful site over the Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau, car
WHILE YOU WAIT
The Eastern Furniture Co.’s booth Wonder.
The first .donation for the drought
didacy, "it would be a real pleasure looking the city of Waterville, will be
fund made in Rockland was from the
to have your support for that honor.” presented to Colby College as the ried over from December into Janu reported the sale of a Philco console,
Amateur elimination contest.
—AT—
Auxiliary of Winslow-Holbrook Post,
The Augusta attorney ana Burkett future location of the college, accord ary have been held. The following while the Fyr-Fyter booth was right Jimenez Mexican Troubadours.
A.L., which gave $35, sent before the
are the only representatives so far ing to an announcement made by project leaders were elected to lead In the game selling two new ex
The program for the balance of official call reached Rockland. Prob
to make known their candidacies for Herbert Emery at the meeting of their communities in the various ex tinguishers, besides “putting out"
the week will appear in Thursday’s ably this was one of the first auxili
the speakership at the next legisla the citizens' committee of one hun tension projects that they have
lots of literature. The frankfurt issue. The climax of the fair will be aries of the American Legion in the
dred.
tive
session.
408 Main Street
Rockland
booth, operated by the Association the crowning of "Miss Knox County” State to respond. 'The donation was
This committee has been purchas chosen.
Bristol—Chairman, Mrs. Jennie was attractively decorated, and fur Saturday night. The present stand sent through the National Auxiliary.
TEN “GRAND" FOR KENTS HILL ing this property in accordance with
The local organization has recently
the wishes of the Colby board of Benner;
secretary,
Mrs. Mary nished some warm interior decora
sent tobacco to the National Soldiers’
ing of the contest is:
Announcement of a $10,000 gift trustees, and was able to make first Crooker; clothing, Mrs. Mary Weeks;
Miss Mank ........................... 88,450 Home at Togus.
from Cyrus H. K. Curtis to the gym payments on all the lots included in foods, Mrs. Annie Winslow; home tions for the patrons.
......... At the Sign of
Because only a portion of the pro Miss Heald ............................ 62,650
3!North Nations 1 Bariki
nasium fund of Maine Wesleyan this site. The next step, according management. Mrs. Eva Russell.
The housekeeper had just polished
I Seminary at Kents Hill, assuring to Mr. Emery, will be to raise the
Camden—Chairman, Mrs. Lettie gram intended for last night was Miss Cross ............................. 59,150 the kitchen floor in a Rockland resi
construction of the building in time $100,000 necessary to complete the Bagley;
secretary , Mrs.
Pearl presented tonight's show will be in Miss Verge ............................ 58,400 dence the other day when along
for next fall's opening is made. Mr. purchase and formally turn the tract Thomas; clothing, Mrs. Lucia Hop
orth
the nature of a double header, and it
41,950 came a local electrician to adjust the
Curtis’ gift, with the contributions over to the college.
kins; foods, Mrs. Mary Nash; home will also be amateur night, with Miss Putnam ....................
oil burner. In a few moments there
from alumni and other friends of the
President Johnson expressed his management, Mrs. Edna Start.
Miss Welt .............................. 41,550 was left an intricate pattern of
ational
institution, assures the committee gratification at the action of the
Damariscotta Mills — Chairman, prizes. Tonight s program is dedi The officers of the Veteran Fire muddy footprints such as might be
of a fund of $50,000, sufficient to committee representing the Water Mrs. Annie Plummer; secretary, Miss cated to The Courier-Gazette, and
men's Association are: George C. made by a man with six or eight feet
ank
build an addition to Ricker hall.
ville citizens, J. Fred Larson of Han Elizabeth Bryant; clothing, Mrs.
over, N. H„ one of the foremost col Otis Witham; foods, Mrs. F. S. Clark; the first 50 patrons will each be pre Simmons, president; George Doak, on each of which was a No. 10 shoe.
The maid came in, saw the havoc,
sented with a copy of today’s issue.
foreman; C. M. Lawry, secretary; and promptly fainted. When she re
Bills to be presented to Legislature lege and university architects of the home management, Mrs. Cora Gross.
United
States,
who
has
been
in
Water

Tonight
’
s
Program
by the Sportsmen's and Landowners'
Friendship—Chairman, Mrs. Edna
H. W. French, treasurer.
covered the electrician was profuse
Association will be discussed at a ville examining the proposed loca Packard, secretary, Mrs. Susan
Spear hall is in the third story of with his apologies. ‘Til remove my
Harmony Bill with his one man
tion
of
the
college,
stated
that
“
the
special meeting of that organization
Wotton; clothing, Mrs. Ruth Prior;
Spear block opposite the foot of shoes next time," he said. "That
site has many alluring possibilities."
foods. Mrs. Bertha Jameson; home band.
Friday night.
wouldn’t make any difference," re
The
locations
in
the
vicinity
of
Park
street.
Little Bill and his harmonica.
management. Mrs. Sarah Jameson.
Of the people who succeed and those who fail
plied the well meaning maid, and
Waterville have been known to be
Hope—Chairman, Mrs, E. N.
then it was the electrician’s turn to
are convincing proofs of the value of saving and
under consideration. One site was Hobbs; secretary, Mrs. A. S. Har
faint.
not spending foolishly.
located
at
the
junction
of
the
MessaCONCERNING DUST PROBLEM
wood; clothing, Mrs. I. O. Eugley;
CLASS IN
lonskee stream and the Kennebec foods. Mrs. W. K. Robbins; home
Writes Miss Alice Lounsberry of
Practically all of the country’s successful men of
river, another was on a high hill management, Mrs. Raymond Ludwig.
Waltham, Mass.: "Am enclosing sub
north
of
Waterville.
The
Mayflower
the self-made type attribute the beginning of their
Rockport—Chairman, Mrs. Christie
for 1931, with many good
Hill site occupies the high land west Whitney; secretary, Mrs. Earline Da Unhappy Results Seen By Two Writers—Another Ap scription
success to habits of industry and saving.
wishes for the continued prosperity
of Waterville on the other side of the vis; clothing, Annie Spear; foods,
of your fine paper. Broad in its
proaches Question From Different Angle
Messalonskee stream. From the sum Mrs. Marie Bisbee; home manage
views, just in criticism, always main
mit
the
Dixfield
hills
many
miles
7.30 o’c ock
ment. Mrs. Nina Carroll.
taining its high standard of excel
away can be seen towards the east,
Warren—Chairman, Mrs. Gertrude
The Courier-Gazette is in receipt I after time I have used the hose, with lence. It is a welcome visitor and
For registration at the
while in the other direction, the Starrett; secretary, Miss Bertha
with interest. Especially Realm
White Mountains of New Hampshire Hunt;, clothing, Mrs. Bertha Payson; of a number of communications rela- no effect. Hot water, soap, and a read
of Music. Mrs. Morgan is gifted with
...
<trriih
brush
worp
npcessarv
t.O
TPscrub
brush
were
necessary
to
get
re

are visible on a clear day.
foods, Mrs. Rita Coburn; home tive to the cement dust proposition. sults, and now the paint is scrubbed her pen, and writes charmingly. And
management, Mrs. Rosa Cutting.
H. E. Starr, a summer resident of off. AH windows are the same. Harry Daniels “Words from a Wan
MASONIC
INSTALLATIONS
Registration is Limited
Caked and coated until the sun derer’’ are eagerly looked for, and
Thomaston,
writes:
THE DESTRUCTIVE BOBCAT
read with greatest pleasure. Ever
Lodge Wednesday Night and Chapter
“As you know, we have been in the shines gray through the once clear since the Gazette was first published,
glass.
Thursday Night, Semi-Public
Credited With Killing Six Deer a Year habit of coming to Thomaston for
“There can be only one ending to it has been taken in the family, and
Two Masonic installations are
—Bounties Last Year Amounted To several years past on vacation, and it such
a situation. All shrubbery in is indeed like a tried and true friend,
scheduled for this week—Aurora
$7000
has always been a pleasure to make Rockland will die. Leaves are the always welcome.” Kind words like
Lodge, F.A.M., Wednesday night and
these lighten the editorial labors.
this last summer I lungs of the plant. They breathe
King Solomons Temple Chapter.
The increase of deer in the big these visits, but
. annoyed. at. this dust They
cannot
breathe with a coating
R.A.M., Thursday night. Both are woods of Maine is less than on the was very much
Qf
dust
The Rockland Chamber of Com
over them, caked on
semi-public.
edges of civilization, because of the from the cement plant which settled
KNOX COUNTY’S LARGEST BANKING INSTITUTION
merce is busy answering letters from
The officers of the lodge will be in free reign of the destructive bobcats i on my automobile, and was almost as ’ it is. All trees will die. Iff ten people who are already planning
stalled by Ralph U. Clark assisted by in the isolated sections, says Deputy impossible to remove, and which be- years there will be no green leaf on their summer vacations and wish to
Leroy D. Chalto as grand marshal Game Commissioner Grover. He | ing apparently of a gritty nature, left the whole mountain side. Wherever know about the accommodations in
and Rev. Walter S. Rounds as grand estimated each bobcat kills six deer various scratches and so forth, which the dust lands and cakes, all plant Rockland
and
vicinity.
The
life must cease. It is impossible to
chanlain. Music will be furnished every year.
were rather unpleasant, and which overestimate the damage to the com Chamber endeavors to give all the
by Miss Bertha Luce, violinist, Mrs.
Grover is receiving an average of it cost me money to have removed.
latest information to its inquirers,
this dust."
Gillian Cotton 'cellist, Mrs. Mary A. seven bobcat tails a day from trap I noticed also that this dust settled munities visited• by
but in order to keep up this high
• • •
Luce accompanist and a quartet. pers who receive $10 bounty from the all over the vegetables, grass and
standard of service it asks hotel pro
From “A Citizen of Thomaston” prietors and those who have tourist
The Eastern Star will furnish re State for every “cat” they kill. Last everything else in the vicinity, and
freshments in Temple hall after the year the State paid bounties on more it must be extremely annoying to you comes this communication:
homes to keep it supplied with the
"The publicity given in your latest issues of their literature. The
ceremonies. These officers are to be than 700 bobcats.
people down there.
columns
to
the
alleged
cement
dust
installed:
’’According to the estimate that
Chamber also has racks where it
“I have always liked to make th’s
Worshipful master, Clarence O. each bobcat kills six deer a year,” he trip in the summer time, but unless nuisance 'impels me to call to your displays all such literature. This
attention,
and
to
the
attention
of
Haraden; senior warden, Hiram H. said, “the $7000 in bounties paid by the Cement Company can devise
year the tourists are beginning to
Crie; junior warden, James E. the State last year prevented the de some scheme fdr eliminating this your readers if it be your pleasure, a write for information much earlier
number
of
facts
relative
to
the
mat

Stevens: treasurer, Edward C. Pay- struction of approximately 4000 deer dust, or furnish a continuous north
than is customary. To date letters
ter.
son; secretary, Albert H. Newbert; by wild cats.”
have been received from Greeley,
west wind, I should prefer to go
"There
is
no
doubt
that
there
has
chaplain, Herman R. Winchenbaugh,
Colorado; Clinton. Iowa; Franklin,
somewhere
where one could breathe
...
.
«
u
,
been
and
will
be
more
or
less
annoymarshal, James E. Roberts; organist
SALES WERE SUSPENDED
without getting ones lungs full of ance and perhaps some small damage Mass.; Miami, Florida; and many
Blake B. Annis; senior deacon, Er
others.
concrete.”
done by cement dust. The Company
nest W. Maxey; junior deacon, Ed Lewis K. Thurlow Offered More For
admits
as
much.
ward W. Peaslee; senior steward,
Schooners Than Auction Bids
There was entertainment aplenty
A man who makes his home in
"My findings are that this damage
Robert E. Pendleton; junior steward,
Amounted To
Rockland summers, but who travels has been confined to a few instances of at the Forty Club yesterday in wide
Elmer W. Larrabee; tyler, Alfred L.
variety. The 1400 year old psalister,
extensively in winter, writes:
marred finish on automobiles (easily
Church.
The sale of nine Maine schooners
‘The facts are that for the past remedied by a strong arm, soap and a sort of aggravated zither, was
The officers of the chapter will be at United States Marshal auction two years my garden has been ruined water)j and ’
numerous cases. played by Senor Jiminez who is
installed by Past Grand High Priest last Wednesday was suspended by by the dust. The lettuce was so
vnoco. headlining the R.V.F.A. food fair this
James A. Richan, assisted by Benja order of Judge Peters after Lewis K. caked with it we could not eat It. perhaps, of the family wash receiving week and the instrument proved to
min P. Whitehouse as grand marshal Thurlow, principal stockholder of the The beet greens were spoiled. You a film of dust whenever the wind is be of very sweet tone. Harold Dondis
and Rev. Walter S. Rounds as grand New England Maritime Company, cannot wash off cement dust with easterly of a Monday morning. The fully lived up to his reputation as a
,
,
_
.
.
. claim that foliage and vegetation Is
chaplain. Lobster stew will be served Friday offered a substantial increase clear
water. Soap, water and a scrub adverseiy affected ls, T *ther from reader and his renditions of “Gunga
in the banquet hall after the cere over the $13,425 that they brought brush are necessary to remove it, and obsprvation, groundless, though parts Din" and “The Murder" were well
monies. The new officers are:
under the hammer.
received. Miss Gretchen Fletcher
of course that ruins the vegetables.
••
of- the
countryside adjacent to the presented
Axel E. Brunberg, high priest; Al
Mr. Thurlow’s offer met with the
an exhibition of tap danc
“My berries were ruined; we could
mon B. Cooper, king; Ralph U. Clark, approval of Judge Peters, without not clean them or eat them. Swiss plant have admittedly lost some of ing in costume which was roundly
scribe; Homer E. Robinson, treas whose confirmation the bids Wed chard had to be thrown away. the green freshness of other days.
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth
“I submit, however, that these are applauded.
You need never miss a deposit because it is inconvenient
urer; Charles L. Robinson, secretary; nesday have no title and no degree of Everything above ground, every
was at the piano. Marshall Brad
Leroy A. Chatto, captain of host; equity. In the event Mr. Thurlow is flower, shrub, leaf was caked with small reasons to add possible uncer ford, a prime favorite of the club was
for you to get to any Security Trust Company office.
Harold L. Rackliff, principal sojourn unable to come to terms with the the gray dust. You cannot rub it off tainty and embarrassment in a time heard in “I Hear You Calling Me"
m„,„ it nft
, ui of buslness depression’to an industry and was obliged to answer several
er; Allan B. Borgerson, royal arch prospective purchasers the sales will
which employs 60 or more ThomasJust drop your deposit in the nearest mail box, addressed
captain; Maurice F. Lovejoy, master be denied and another auction held. nn?d 8 d h
encores. Robert J. Foster was ad
“Fvprv
tho front
h
'
ton workln8 men, and which pays
of 3rd veil; Hiram H. Crie, master of
It is understood that Mr. Thurlow thoEflnnr Tho fnrnitnr ^h 4
I tHe t0Wn yearly a taX °f mOre tban mitted to membership. The club is
to the office at which you do your business, and it will be
2nd veil; H. Elmo Crozier, master of intends to make another attempt to the floor, the furniture, the railings ton nnn Tt
were gray with the caked dust. Time $- 000'- K need „„t
not be P°inted out to hold a bridge party Friday night
1st veil.
operate the vessels.
handled and credited to your account the same as though
that this means directly and in at the Copper Kettle. Next Mon
directly a substantial increase of day’s session will be Gov. Cobb Day
you made the deposit in person. Scores of our deposit
purchasing power of some interest with a musical program. The Gov
presumably to Knox County business ernor will speak on a special subject
ors do a large part of their business with this bank by
men. Furthermore, anything tend selected by the committee.
ing to discourage expansion of an
mail. The same services are available to mail depositors
established industry is not calculated YOUR FAVORITE POEM
to encourage new future projects by
as to those who come to our offices in person. We shall
other groups.
If I had to live my life again I would
"With all due respect to the sin have made a rule to read some poetry
and
llste* to some music at least once
be glad to serve you in this way whenever it is more con
cerity and public spirit of the com a week.
The loss of these tastes Is a
mittee, the attention of its members loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
venient for you. Call on us at any time.
is directed to the Cement Company’s
WAITING
co-operation with town and city au
thorities as regards snow removal Serene. I fold my hands and wait.
car^ for wind, or tide, or sea:
and its friendly attitude in general I Nor
rave no more ’gainst time or fate.
to the community. The action and
For lo! my own shall come to me.
attitude of the Committee as evi
Made From
my haste. I make delays.
denced by a ‘sub-committee on legal I stay
For what avails this eager pace?
affairs’ (a threat of litigation) and I stand amid the eternal ways.
And what ls mine sha’l know my face.
general statements of damage caused
by the Company’s operations will not Asleep, awake, by night or day.
I te"Ld tOj br°m°te the co-operation
The friends I seek are seeking me;
and good fee ing which the Company No wind can drive my bark astray.
Nor change the tide of destiny.
evidently
desires.
J
Camden, Rockport, Union, Warren, Vinalhaven
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SKATES SHARPENED
CRiE HARDWARE CO.
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PERSONAL

HISTORIES

HOME HYGIENE

Tonight

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

Red Cross Rooms

T

You can bank by mail
at the Security

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Local Bakers Are Offering

Blueberry, Squash, and Apple Pies

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

ROCKLAND

A MEMBER OF THE FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS GROUP OF BANKS
Financial Institutions, Inc., Is a Maine corporation owning a majority of the Capital Stock of 14 Maine banks
havmg total resources of more than $86,000 0W Over 85 per cent of the Common Stock of Financlal Institu
tions jnc is owned by Maine capital and the corporation Is managed by Maine men who have had long and
successful experience ln banking and financial operation.

KID GLOVE BRAND
PRODUCTS

"To sum up the matter, I believe

Packed By

BLACK & GAY CANNERS, INC.
THOMASTON, ME.
9-10

citizens" "that T °f the town’s
citizens, that the cement in
dustry confers on the town and
me "anv® SU.m of benefits far exceedLnd thatn?T8nCe, °r dama$e caused;
and n£t|thrf Cltlzens of Thomaston
tha
k ,and may reasonably expect
1 gate hTT f °f the ComPany to miti8at®
£ar as ls P°ssibIe and con
sistent, with good business any
nuisance caused by their operations"

What matter lf $. stand alone9
I wait with joy the coming years:
My heart shall reap where it has sown.
And garner up its fruit of tears.

The waters know their own and draw
The brook that springs ln yonder
height;
So flows the good with equal law
Unto the soul of pure delight.

The stars come' nightly to the sky;
The tidal wave unto the sea:
Nor time, nor space, nor deep, nor high,
Can keep my own away from me.
—John Burroughs.

The Courier-Gazette

"ON MY SET”

VICTORY

FOR OUR LASSIES

STRAND THEATRE

CITY LEAGUE TIE

In her latest dialogue triumph.
Dark Horses Run Well In "Sin
Takes a Holiday,” Constance
With Time All But Up Edna Howard Tosses the Goa!
County Aggregation—The Bennett, the distinguished Pathe
star, demonstrates again in her ini
Which Defeats South Portland
Cement League
mitable! fashion that women have

THREE-TIMES-A WEEK________
Ruck! and. Me.. Jan. 20. 1931.
Personally appealed Frank S. Lyddle.
»tiu on. oath declares that he Is Press3ian In the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Jan. 17. 1931. there was printed a total of
6258 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
Ncftary Public.

For God sent not his Son into the
world to condemn the world; but
tnat the world through him might be I
saved.—John 3:17.
suggesting a candidate

Every-Otlier-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 20, 1931

Page Two

Will somebody kindly explain
why we now get KMOX (St.
Louis) in the early evening,
whereas it seldom used to come
in before late at night, if at all?
•••
The New England Conserva
tory of Music Orchestra, 90
pieces, will broadcast for the first
time in its history, over WNAC
from 10 to 10.30 p. m. Friday
under the direction of Wallace
Goodrich, formerly dean of the
faculty.

this in common with the Northwest
The weekly standing of the City I Mounted Police—they always get
' The lead changed hands frequently League, at Carr's alleys, as of last their man. The picture comes to the
until finally the out of town girls Saturday, finds the Federate and the Strand Thursday-Friday.
went ahead to a four point lead. Pirates tied for the sun berth, al-I In the role of secretary to a phil
28-24.
The Caper six, fighting though the former has had by far andering millionaire. Miss Bennett is
valiantly, managed to even matters the heavier pinfall. In the County said to voice the epigrammatic dia
again with but 30 precious seconds League the Dark Horses have a com logue with characteristic charm and
left. Then Miss Mattson. Rockland fortable lead, with Forty Club 2 or I to carry the role with a sophistry
forward took a pop at the ring but the only dangerous competitor at that is peculiarly her own. She has
her attempt bounced off and dropped present. Here are the figures:
the clever support of Kenneth MacA slender, dark haired little girl by jn(0 yje outstretched hands of the
W. L. P.C. P.F Kenna, Basil Rathbone and Rita La| the name of Edna Howard, playing two South Portland guards and Miss ' Federals
36 14 .720 13.994 Roy.
her first season of varsity basketball, Howard. There was a brief struggle
Pirates
"Sin Takes a Holiday.” from its
36 14 .720 13.598
stepped into the role of heroine as l
„tAe"nthfS1.b.a11'
n°at.ed Forty Club No. 3. 31 19 .620 13.690 title to the fadeout, is characteristi
. . i out and up fdr the winning counter
cally a Constance Bennett story and
she led the Rockland High School by the liuIe Rockland forward.
n,r r’n 28 22 560 13,512 according to reviewers, the picture
24 .520 13.398
26
sextet to a 30 to 28 victory over the
in the course of the struggle the Ford Motor • Co..•• 18
32 .360 13.448 lifts this brilliant star into the
South Portland girls at the Caper two teams played almost exactly op- Street
Railway,
17
33 .340 13,252 heights of her most notable achieve
gym Saturday afternoon. The game posite styles of basketball. South Rock. Body Shop, 8 42
.160 13.066 ment—adv.
was by far the fastest and most ex- Portland relied upon a short-passing
Knox
County
League
, citing of the season.
J game which was very effective in
PARK THEATRE
W. L. PC. P.F.
South Portland managed to keep spots but was marred by mediocre
39
.780 14333
ahead during the greater part of the ’ shooting at critical moments. Rock- Dark Horses,
Dual roles on stage and screen are
.700 14.075
first half, but with the start of the j land used many long passes and was Forty Club, 2 or 1 35
26
.578 12.632 always fascinating. Such a por
second the lead alternated although more successful as time and again Five Aces,
23
.460 13.995 trayal usually involves a number of
neither team had much of a margin the ball slipped through the Caper , Under Dogs,
.460 13.798 lightning changes. The character
23
until, with one minute left to play defense and into the arms of the . Kickapoo,
Rockland went ahead by four points, ever present Edna Howard or Helen 1 Central Maine,
17
.425 11.340 walks off in one garb and immedi
.422 12.619 ately comes back dressed in a strik
19
Here the Caper lassies put on a be Mattson.
Wholesalers,
8
.169 13.645 ingly different fashion. He speaks to
lated rally to tie the count 28 to 28
While Miss Howard was easily the , L. C. Dragons,
t ♦ •
an indistinctly seen character who
only to have the diminutive Miss outstanding star she was ably assistIs supposed to be his dual self and
Howard grab the sphere out of a ed by Helen Mattson and Bernice
Carr’s Alley Leagues
then projects his own voice in answer
scrimmage and loop it into the hoop. Smith. South Portland's midget side
The Under Dogs won from the to his question. It is an intriguing
As the ball touched the floor the i center. Mary Flynn, again stood out Wholesalers Friday by the bare mar
game ended.
! along with her co-center Gretchen gin of five pins, Gardner and Chis- simulation.
Rapid changes are seen to great
| The tilt sstarted slowly as each Nickerson. Virginia Taber was the Tiolm \rn\7reky VacT with“hono°rs
team cVxzxri-ozt
showed na ctrnnrr
strong Hofonco
defense. Tn
Then fiffnneivn
offensive ctor
star rtf
of thn
the Ponne
Caper innr..
team nl
al- finally goingr to •> the former. The advantage in "Brothers," the Colum
bia dramatic production starring
[ South Portland forwards had the though she missed many easy shots, summary:
i better of the scoring however so that Rockland
South Portland
Under Dogs—F. Steeves, 280; C.
the Cape team had a 12 to 8 lead at I E. Howard. If ..................... If, Taber Steeves, 253; McKinney. 287; Gard
the end of the first quarter.
| Mattson, rf .......................... rf, Rice ner. 315; Norton. 287; total. 1422.
The second period was as much a Brewer, jc .................... jc, Nickerson
Wholesalers—Jordan, 265; Glidden.
battle but Rockland crept up about Lawrence, sc ...................... sc, Flynn 302; Chisholm 312; Rogers, 266;
mid way and cut the lead down to 16 ! Smith. Ig .................. Ig, C. Maloney French, 272; total, 1417.
to 15 by half time.
i Snowman, rg .....
. .... *8'
rg, M. HlCllUCl
Melcher I
...........
Both teams matched basket for I Substitutions: Rockland, none:
The Wholesalers were more fortubasket until about midway ln the , South Portland, Paige for Rice: G.
third canto Rockland took the lead ' Melcher for M. Melcher; M. Melcher \ nate
their engagement with Forty
at 23 to 19 and was not again headed ! for C. Maloney.
Club 1 or 2 the same night winning
during the rest of the period as South t Goals from floor: Taber. 9; Rice. 1: b-v 17 P!ns- French had
suing
'Portland missed chance after chance Paige, 1; Rockland: Mattson, 5 E. (U4i and J. Black high total The
summary:
to even the score.
i Howard, 8.
Wholesalers—Rogers, 277; Glidden
The real excitement started with ' Goals from fouls: Taber, 6; Matt303; McLoon, 264; Chisholm, 289;
the first of the final eight minutes son, 1; Howard, 3.
and continued throughout as each i Referee. Mahan. Timer, Clark, French, 282; total, 1415.
Forty Club No.. 1 or 2—Orff, 266,
team fought desperately for counters. | Time. 4 8's.
Glendennlng. 265; Stinson, 276;
Jackson. 287; J. Black, 304; total.
1398.
IN THE LEGISLATURE
SOUTH WARREN

Glad tidings came over the phone
Saturday night, and told anxious
basketball fans that the Rockland
girls had defeated their South Port
land sisters. Here is what the Port
land paper said about the game:

It seems to be quite the concensus
of opinion that the Republican party
should select its next gubernatorial
candidate from the eastern section
of the State, but as yet there has
been nobody mentioned who could
perhaps be considered an outstanSing candidate. Our readers do not
need to be told that Eastern Maine
has fared slimly in State councils;
they do not need to be told that
That WOW station of Omaha
there is just as much ability east of
was very considerate Sunday
the Kennebec River as there is west
night, in consequence of which
of it; and certainly they do not need
we heard the Jenny concert un
to be told that this section of the ; der exceptionally favorable con
ditions. j Among the selections
State has important interests which
scheduled for next Sunday night
merit fair treatment, at least. Asked
is the popular Poet and Peasant
to specify one of those interests we
overture.
should immediately replj- that east
ern Maine urgently needs greater
The rrsults of the Round
Table Conference on India is the
consideration in the matter of good
subject of an address to be made
roads. And this brings us back to
by Prime Minister J. Ramsay
the question of a suitable candidate.
?-faeDonaM of Great Britain
The Courier-Gazette believes that
from London, Eng., over WBZ
this afternoon at 4.10.
there is such a man in our own dooryard, and that the m^n in question
There's a rich crop of stations
is Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden, who
in the WBZ. KDKA and WCSH
has recently served in both branches
zone.
WRC of Washington
of the Maine Legislature and whose
erept in for a while Sunday
influence and popularity at the State
night.
Capitol are matters of common
Of particular interest to local
knowledge. The breadth of his
horsemen will be an interview
acquaintance was widely extended
over WNAC at * p. m. Wednes
last summer' when he ran as a can
day with Bayard Tuckerman Jr.,
of Hamilton, nationally known
didate for the Congressional nomina
horseman, who will reveal many
tion in the Second Maine Districtlittle known facts about horses
defeated only because there was
and horse racing. Mr. Tuckerman
opposed to him a popular candidate
who owns one of the largest
in the more populous end of the
stables of blue blooded horses in
New England will tell his radio
district. Ex-Senator Dwinal is even
audience many sidelights per
now fathering a bill calculated to
The Street Railway defeated the
An appropriation of $50,000, to “InMr. and Mrs. Benjamin Hunt ot
taining to race tracks, exhibi
speed up highway construction in
tions at agricultural fairs, and
corporate the state highway police South Waldoboro were Sunday visit- Boiler Makers 44 pins. Freeman get
ting away with high honors on 295
,.
__ ,
_ ors at Rufus Overlock's.
hunt meetings.
Eastern Maine and to give us more
with an organized police protection
Mrs Sadie Thornton and James Ames had high string. Ill The sumof it. Mr. Dwinal's public life has
for rural districts" would be required Thornton and children of Thomas- mary:
Frieda Hempel, famous op
shown him to be abundantly pos
by a state highway police bill which ton were Sunday visitors at L. R.
Street Railway—Tolman, 270; Freeeratic prima donna, will be guest
sessed of those qualifications which
Senator Slocum. Cumberland, said he
; Bucklin's.
man, 295; Gregory, 257; Lane, 270;
artist of the Maxwell Con-»rt
would introduce at this term of the
Herbert Bucklin who has returned Achorn, 285; total. 1377.
would go to make a well balanced
i WBZ, 9.30 p. m. Thursday). She
legislature.
from Knox Hospital is improving, but l Boiler Makers — Simmons, 262;
will sing the “Blue Danube
chief executive, and one who would
The state police measure similar is still under the care of Dr. Heald. Ames, 273; Beaudoin. 281; Snow, 265;
Waltz” for which she has won
have the proper influence of State
to the so-called "Wadsworth state
M. P. Orne left Friday for .New Brault, 252; total, 1,333.
particular fame. Frank Bibb,
affairs.
police bill" which failed of passage London.
'
• • » •
who summers at Camden, has
by the last legislature, would raise
Mrs. Rose Marshall has in her posThe Cement League
This is in no sense a political an
accompanied Miss Hempel in
four concerts this season, and
the present state highway police ap- session a dictionary 127 years old
At the Star alleys Friday night the
nouncement, and the most surprised
propriation from $140,000 to $150,000 and although yellowed by «ge the j Cement Quarry beat the Pack House
there is a possibility that he may
reader will be Mr. Dwinal himself.
annually and increase the number of print is perfectly legible.
56 pins. Davis had high string (113)
be heard with her Thursday
Whether the idea will have the
night.
patrolmen from less than 60 to apThe farmers have had remarkable and high total. The summary;
slightest appeal to him we do not
proximately 100. Barracks, erected weather for harvesting their Ice and
Cement Quarry — Fetterolie, 416;
as
speedily
as
possible
at
strategic
have
Improved
it
the
past
week
ano
Davis,
445; Hunt, 426; Roes, 395,
know. We are offering it as a sug
CAMDEN
points, would facilitate the appre everyone is well satisfied with the I Creighton, 400; total. 2082.
gestion, based on Eastern Maine's
crop. Irving Spear has cut mo; ice I pack House—Burkhart. 375; BickRemember the dates of the I.O.O.F. hension of criminate. Slocum said.
need of a candidate, and Senator
"Through no fault of the sheriffs on his pond this year than Q -ifig ford. 420; Carstensen. 399; Proctor
fair in the opera house, Jan. 29-31.
any other time.
Dwinal's exceptional fitness for the
410; Darling. 432; total, 2036.
The annual meeting of the Cam and local police, w ho are handicapped
# » • •
by
insufficient
machinery,
the
rural
Miss Arlene Newbert and friend ol
office.
den Board of Trade will be held at sections of Maine are not getting the Thomaston
were
entertained
Sunday
j
The
Repair
Gang put the Elec
the Y.M.C.A. Wednesday evening, at, nr.n.r
of
protection.” at W. E. Bucklin's.
tricians out of commission with a
Rev. Frederick W. Smith, superin 7.45. Refreshments will be served ! p per* amount
This correspondent has been much victory of 165 pins. (Such a head
Slocum said. “It might be estimated
tendent of the Christian Civic League following the transaction of import that 'business farmers' in country interested in “Rambles Afield" afid ache!) Calderwood was the only
ant
business
which
will
come
be

ot Maine, who spoke in this city last fore the meeting.
districts suffer annual losses of 10 when reading of "Life of Man" re- man in the hundred class and had
membered only one place where it high total. The summary:
Friday night does not mince words,
Saturday morning the firemen were
SX.etinn
as all know who heard him, or who called to a slight blaze in the Advent th. fts. and the destruction of prop- grew, which was in East Warren, and Electricians—Luce, 371: Lord, 381;
ln summer co!onles is corrf- also recalls her mother getting the Bunker, 354; Andrews, 365; Fisk, 394;
read the abstract of his address in J Church on Central street. It original- ?rty
spondingly high."
root and berries and steeping them total. 1865.
ed
around
the
heater
and
was
quick

this paper. In his annual report last ly extinguished.
“It is my belief that a state police for coughs. She never knew the boRepair Gang—Huber, 359; Shepsystem, constructed along the general , tanical name but considered it a rare fleld. 391, Calderwood, 432: Kelley,
week he voiced the opinion that na
426; Reynolds, 422; total. 2030.
tional prohibition would be lost in ei£ k“t: will enjoy'a turkey‘ban'- :linas °f the P7Lent organization, but herb.
• • • •
quet
at
Masonic
hall
tonight,
Tuesw
‘
th
rented
Personnel
would
-----------------the next generation, and that edu
The Kickapoo won a substantial
day. An entertainment under the 1that the rUral
FRIENDSHIP
cation of youth would alone prevent direction of John Taylor and Elmer districts now lack.'
victory over Beaton's Wonders last
Slocum said Adjutant General
it. To carry on its share of this Joyce will be presented.
Mr. and Mrs. William Bramhall en night, the score being 1449 to 1362.
The Lions Club of Camden will James W. Hanson, present chief of tertained Saturday at dinner ln Barnes had high string (135) and
work the Christian Civic League of
broadcast
the evening of Jan. 28 over the state highway police, would be honor of their daughter. Miss Pickenson high total (302) beating
Maine has seven cents in the treas
WLBZ
at
Bangor
at 7 o'clock. George recommended to head the augment Beatrice's birthday anniversary, with Beaton two points.
ury. This is truly not an encourag Dyer will give a brief
talk and there ed force.
Chares Grant of Brewer as honor
• • » *
ing situation, but it is unthinkable will also be a' short but interesting
guest. Later in the evening skating $3200 and Red Cross headquarters
A bill to strengthen Maine's “blue was enjoyed at Crystal Lake.
asks immediate contributions. Funds
that the battle will go by default.
program. The broadcast is sponsored
sky law," which will permit the
by the business men of Camden.
Knox County's quota in the Red may be sent to the Red Cross fund,
The floor at Megunticook Grange banking commissioner to more strict Cross drought relief campaign is care The Courier-Gazette.
Mme. Ernestine Sehumann-Heink,
ly regulate the sale of securities in
world renowned contralto, will ap hall has been resurfaced and is now this state has been prepared. Bank
pear in what will probably be her in excellent condition. Dancing will ing Commissioner Annis said.
farewell concert for Maine in Port be enjoyed there every Saturday
The bill would eliminate a clause
land City Hall Thursday evening. night, music by Dean's orchestra. The in the present law which permits
Jan. 29. under the auspices of the dances are under new management. corporations to sell securities to per
Frederick William Gray. 56, died
Portland Woman's Choral Society.
sons already on their books as
M Steinert & Sons are handling the Jan. 18, at his home on Washington stockholders. Dealers in securities
ticket ale. John J. Maloney, State street, following an illness of many ,
FANCY NATIVE FOWL, pound........................... 33
Commandpr of the American Legion, months. He was born in Camden and arp normally granted registration
LITTLE PIG PORK ROASTS, pound.................... 20
has urged all Legionnaires in the had always resided here. He leaves a on*y after investigation by the dehe said, whereas under
State to tend the concert out of wife, two sons, Albert and Harold of I Partment,
thls
exemption,
a
corporation
selling
LARGE
PKG. QUAKER OATS............................. 19
respect to Schumann-Heink who has Camden, and one brother, Dana Gray its own securities is not required to
Either
quick
cooking or regular
of
Boston.
The
funeral
will
be
held
been designated as Mother of the
register. Annis said that the exemp
American Legion. She is a gold star today. Tuesday, at 2 o'clock, Rev. tion clause in the “blue sky" law had
KELLOGG
’
S
ALL BRAN, package...................... 20
mother, havir. lost a son on the Winfield Witham officiating.
probably cost
Maine
investors
NEW
DATES,
2 pounds............................
21
The
funeral
of
Mrs.
Rose
Heald
was
American side in the World War.
$500,000 during the past year. His
LARGE CAN PUMPKIN ............ v.......................... 16
Her program v
be in three parts, held from the Baptist Church Sat department was forced because of
consisting of 12 i umbers, including urday at 2 o'clock, Rev. Leroy Camp the exemption, to remain idle while
A can makes two large pies
“Have You Seen Him in France" bell officiating, and interment was in a Boston company sold worthless
Mountain
Street
cemetery.
NICE
COOKING APPLES, peck............................. 30
which has been one
the outstand
said.
Frederick Jagels of Portland was stock in Maine,* he
ing numbers by the f, ous contralto
*
*
*
SUFERBA
CRAB MEAT, can................................39
since the war. The Maine Central the weekend guest of his mother, Mrs.
The bill to incorporate Spruee
SUPERBA
SHRIMP,
can............................................23
Frederick
Jagels.
Railroad will run .‘per. 1 trains at
Walter Leslie Conant, an employe ot, Point Village in Boothbay Harbor
What a difference in quality for a few cents more
redtfeed rates from a., points in
promises a lively legislative battle, it
Maine for the concert. P
for the the Knox Wcglen Mill for many years, is said. It was there that the famous
SALTED DANDELIONS, 2 pounds...................... 25
concert itself arc such t
ill who died suddenly Monday night at his Sprucewold hotel, the largest log
HORMEL HALF HAMS, in cans; per lb............... 50
desire to hear the great
may home on Mechanic street. Mr. Con cabin hotel in the world was located.
ant had worked as usual during the
do so.
HORMEL WHOLE CHICKEN, cans, per lb... .50
day. He was 63 years of age, and is It Is an important summer cottag"
These are handy to have on the shelf.
The passenger traffic depart , ent survived by his widow, one daughter, colony, with water system, lights and
of the Maine Central Railroad has Mrs. Herbert Young of Camden, and ! roads. The reason the village corMAINE MAID MINCE MEAT, can..............., .30
announced still further reduction; m one sister, Mrs. Della Clark of Rock- Poration is desired is that these cotMakes two large pies
tage owners desire to make municipal
its local travel tickets. Effective to port.
improvements
which
they
feel
the
GRAHAM FLOUR, 5 lb. bag..................................25
Knox County's quota in the Red
day, a new 25 ride commutation
Fresh shipment just in
ticket, limited to three months from Cross drought relief campaign is town itself could not properly be
asked
to
provide.
date of sale, at a saving of nearly ?.X0 and Red Cross headquarters
» « « «
BAKER
’S 2 OZ. EXTRACTS, bottle................... 29
1 cent a mile, will be put on sale. ask: immediate contributions. Funds
Allen, Sanford—Would amend law
BEST MAINE CORN, 3 cans................................. 50
This new 25 ride ticket is good be ma’ be sent to the Red Cross lund.
relating to teachers’ certificates so
tween any two stations in Maine and can The Courier-Gazette.
BAXTER’S FANCY PEAS, 3 cans........................ 50
that all applicants to teach in public
will be accepted from original pur
schools would have to furnish evi
REAL GOOD BANTAM CORN, can ....................10
BI \T THE BARNSTORMERS
chaser or any member of his or her
dence “of good moral character" and
family. Twelve ride tickets between
BEST
MAINE SIRING BEANS, can...................... 15
training
in
physiology
with
Special
any two stations in Maine, good for The l irnstorming All-American
6 cans for ............................
75
30 davs. at a saving of nearly 1 cent Girls' br . ball team went down to reference to effects of alcohol and
a mile, have been on sals for some a 51 to t. ■ !, feat before the Camden narcotics on system.
REG.
SIZE
ASPARAGUS
TIPS,
can
....................
33
Carter, Androscoggin—To Include
time. With the day-of-date round A. C. five hi Camden Friday night.
New Year Day as a school holiday
GOOD NAVEL ORANGES, dozen........................ 25
trip tickets the first four days of the A capacity cn.v.d saw the game.
and permit teachers in public schools
Camden A. C.
week, and the popular weekend
LC-E. CAN HULLED CORN, can........................... 25
p to close their schools that day and
F
G
round trip tickets, good Friday. Sat
Readv to serve
14 draw pay as if school had been in
0
urday and Sunday, returning Mon Stockwell, If
NICE DRIED PEAS, quart ....................................... 15
16 session.
0
day, the Maine Central Railroad is Mayhew, rf .
Wheeler, Oxford—Would forbid
14
0
offering to the public bargains never Talbot, c .....
2 quarts ....................................................................... 25
Fitzgerald. Ig
4 sirens on any motor vehicle other
0
heretofore equalled.
Eat Pea Soup and keep down expenses
Gerrish. rg ....
3 than fire department and police
1
vehicles
and
ambulance.
2
LB.
JARS PURE RASPBERRY AND
Members of the Baptist Men’s,
25
League will have an opportunity to
51
STRAWBERRY
JAM........................................... 49
All-American Girls
morrow night to hear a speaker of
G
national reputation. Miss Florence
F
P
0
Hale, who is attached to the State Percy, rg ................ 3
6
Holmes,
lg
............
6
1
Department of Education. Those who
13
White,
c
..................
5
0
have been privileged to listen to her
10
0
speak in glowing terms of her ability.j Bellanger, rf .......... 5
10
TEL. 17 Ok 18
FREE DELIVERY
Marcello. If ............ 3
o
6
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
Rockland,
Maine
22
1
45
will be open Saturday nights here
Referee, Talbot. Time, four 8's.
after—adv.
8-tf

"My dear, you and I have got
to agree upon a plan of some kind
whereby wc shall be able to keep
down our bills this month.”
"But aren’t you afraid if we do so
that the courts will get after us for (
combining in restraint of trade?”

66,738,500 More Cups

H

n
SALAM'
TEA

were consumed in 1930 than in 1929

A Striking Tribute to Quality

34

ROCKLAND niVIS’ON

NAilONWIDE
GROCER

duiaijs has in stock
GOOD WILL
GOOD SERVICE
and
I
GOOD FOOD

Week oS January 19 to January 14,1951

NATION-WIDE TEA

17

FORMOSA Orange Pekoe f
y<> Pound

_»

V). Pound

Corned Beef | nation-wide 8 rancho SA(JSACE
jjU Toilet Paper
Hash

4

Nut Top
CARAMELS £

SHRIMP
Per Can

X9C

COO FISH; three crow I California
l-Lb. Box

14'

I Baking Powder \ PEACHES a,

DOROTHY RICH

AFewSpecialsforThisWeek

I. A, JAMESON & CO.

Bert Lytell scheduled to come to the
Park Theatre on Wednesday-Thurs
day.
He plays the part of Bob Naugh
ton, son of wealthy foster parents—
he is an aristocrat to his finger tips,
perfectly dressed, faultless in his
diction and a rising young lawyer in
the city where he lives. At the same
time, and as effectively, he Is young
Eddie Connolly, piano player in Oily j
Joe's Cafe. He is an untutored, un
cultured lad of the streets whose I
dress is shabby, language that of a
Bowery character,—the very antlthe- !
sis of his brother.
A cast of well-known players sup- j
port Lytell, among them are Doro
thy Sebastian, William Morris, Rich-'
ard Tucker and Claire McDowell.—
adv.

BLACK PALM

Chocolates
49'

| Pitted Dates

RALSTON’S

Per
Pkg.

Per Box

I

X7C

Per i

25

Leather-Faced Gloves! LITTLE BUSTER

25

Per Pair

Pop Cori
2 T“ 1SC

SNIDER’S CATSUP

25
SAI MON t
large Bottle

Cans

*sc

"CHIPSO

CUT WAX BEANS
Per Can

16'

FLAK^

Three Crow EPSOM SALTS

OLD GOLD

u

wheaties1

225'
USE

or GRANULES

SUNSHINE

I

CIGARETTES

2Pkgs-15®

BISCUITS
vtr.,1

Every-Other-Day
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Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
The annual meeting of the Con
The only year since 1919 that this
IIAS UNIQUE RECORD
Webster of Pleasant R.ver Grange,
EXPERT WITH RIFLE
PULPIT HARBOR
night with supper at 6.15.
gregational Church will be held to
country lost the cup was 1926.
and Past Master V. L. Leverage ot
In the International Railwaymen's
night in the vestry at 7.30 o'clock.
There are several concerns that
North Haven Grange.
Central Maine Has Team Match, which was fired with .22 rifles
Grange Installation
Mrs. Eva Porter of Rockport has
dispute
the
distinction
of
being
the
At the close of the meeting a scal
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
entered the Maine School of Beauty
John Tunper was Saturday com biggest among book publishing
against Canada and Great Britain,
North
Haven
Grange
met
Saturday
Jan. 19-24—Food fair. Spear hall, Culture.
Which Issues Broad Invi the United States team won with a night with an attendance of 62. The lop stew, crackers, pickles, cake and
mitted
to
the
county
jail
for
30
days,
under auspices of Veteran Firemen.
coffee were served. Then a social
having been found guilty of intoxi- houses, but the only one, so far as
score of 7807. The Canadian railway- officers for 1931 were installed by Past hour was enjoyed.
Jan. 20—Sliver Tea. Mcthebesec Club.
tation
Jan. 20—Governor's reception to the
The Rockland Fire/ Department at' cation and disorderly conduct.
we know, to claim the honor of being
men were second with a score of Master Gross of Pleasant River
Legislature. Blaine Mansion. Augusta.
-------Grange, Vinalhaven. and his assist
the smallest is the Gordon Press of
Jan. 21—Monthly meeting of Baptist 7 o'clock tonight will make plans for
Rifle and pistol shooting in the 7615.
the annual ball.
1 At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church Port Clyde, Me. Through it John
The international police pistol team ants. Master Curtis Webster of Pleas
Men's League.
United
States
had
its
most
successful
Jan. 22—Lincoln Baptist Association
match was won by the United States ant River Grange. Thelma Burgess
-------. Sunday afternoon the service of ad- Gordon brings out a unique little
See and Hear the New
meet6 at the First paptlst Church.
Mrs. Madeline Spear, R.N.. of' mission whs conferred upon seven volume, “Confessions of Sandy Mc- year in 1930 in international compe team, composed of Los Angeles, Calil., and Bessie Woodworth of North
Jan. 26- Open meeting of Shakespeare
Thomaston is employed at Knox Hos- ! girls of the Friendly Girls' Society by Whiifle, Famous Inventor." The tition, teams representing the coun police.
Society at the Copper Kettle.
Haven Grange, with Mrs. Nellie Bev
Jan 26-31—Poitiand Automobile show pital as a special nurse.
! Mrs. J. B. Waterbury of Camden, author and publisher, who is a vet try winning all their five matches ot
In this connection it is interesting erage at the organ. The ceremony was
Jan. 27—Chapin Class muslcale.
------I president of the State Council. Miss eran printer with numerous earlier international scope, records of the to note that the Eastern Divis'on ot verv pleasingly performed.
The
Jan. 28-Annual Charity Dance of
A welcome weekend visitor at the j Margaret Buttomer as associate was books to his credit, tells us that he National Rifle Association, Washing the Central Maine Power Company officers: M., H. T. Crockett; O.. Frank
F.-C.-D.. at Temple hall.
Jan
29-30—Midwinter meeting of Rockland airport was Stanley C. also admitted, -and will be in charge. set by hand this book, which runs to ton, show.
has a team of 20 men which last year |W. Waterman; L., Alice E. Sampson;
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ln Boynton, who flew in from Buffalo.
Following the service a social hour 96 pages, and that the numerous
Foremost among the victories of fired Course D on the National Guard S.. Lloyd F. Crockett; A. S.. Lawrence
Augusta
------was enjoyed at the rectory when re- woodcut illustrations were made with American shooters was the winning range in Thomaston, and which ex I. Grant; Chap.. Edna L.'Waterman;
Jan. 30 -Annual Student Day program
of the Rubinstein Club.
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union | fi eshments were served.
Treas., Nettie E. Beverage; Sec.. Mrs.
his penknife. Also that the book was of the Argentine Challenge Cup, em pects to go even stronger this year.
Jan. 31—R. H. S. Interscholastic winter
Veterans meets tomorrow night. Sup-------The Central Maine experts are ready H. T. Crockett; G. K„ Rodney Has
printed on a 7x11-foot power press. blematic of the world's free rifle
carnival.
per
at
6
will
be
under
the
direction
of
,
Ladies'
Night
will
be
observed
at
to
take
on
organization
for
indoor
or
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
kell; Ceres, Mrs. Julia M. Beverage;
Even so. it would do credit to a much championship, at Antwerp. Belgium,
Feb 9—Dancing exhibition Temple Mrs. Emma Hall.
, the Elks Home tomorrow evening, more pretentious establishment, and Aug. 7, 8, 9. The United States shoot outdoor rifle' club. Th.se who wish Pomona, Mrs. Frank W. Waterman;
hall.
with E. B. MacAllister in charge. there is much of quiet humor and ers' score of 5441 was 34 better than to compete with it will notify the . Flora, Mrs. Nettie Mills; I,. A. S„ BeuFeb 12—R. H. S. Junior Class play.
The latest list of second class I Lively interest is being taken in the quaint philosophy in Sandy’s remin its closest contenders, the Swiss. The secretary, Murray Whalen.
"Peg O’ My Heart."
] lah M. Crockett; executive commitFeb. 13—High School's Kippy Karnlval. postmaster appointments contains; approaching 25th anniversary obj tee, Owen Grant.
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Forty the name of W. C. Flint of Waldo- ! servance of the Rockland Lodge, iscences of the good old days.—Bos United States' score was only one
A fine program was presented by Complete—Installed in Your Home
point lower than the record set by
ton Herald.
Club at Thorndike Hotel.
MRS. FRANCES E. ROCKWELL
boro (reappointed).
] which takes place on Friday, Feb. 6.
! the Worthy Lecturer: Welcome song
the Swiss in 1929. R. D. Seitzinger
------Present plans include open house,
Pittsburgh, Pa., was high scorer in
JOHN BENNER
Mrs. Frances E. Rockwell, wife of by Grange; readings. Carleton Snow.
Weather This Week
Maurice F. Lovejoy has sold his in- j with a dinner for the Elks, and a ball
the kneeling position with 375. En Alfred Rockwell, formerly of Wash Beulah Crockett, Edna Waterman;
Weather outlook for week in North terest in the Hay Loft Indoor Golf , in Temple hall in the evening.
John Benner, a stonecutter former sign H. N. Renshaw, U. S. Coast ington. died at the home of her duet, Mabelle Bray and Mercedes
-------and Middle Atlantic States: Gener Course to Everett A. Munsey, who is I
ly employed at Hurricane Isle, died Guard, was second high individual daughter, Mrs. Cora E. Battefeld, 29 Calderwood: reading, V. L. Beverage,
The Junior Y.P.C.U. social at the Jan. 13 in Redstone, N. H., aged 49 all-around shooter with 1100. It was Ingleside avenue., Winthrop, Mass., Frank Waterman, Lloyd Crockett,
ally fair after Tuesday, except rain now sole proprietor.
over south and snow or rain over
vestry Friday evening proved one of years. The deceased was a son of the" first time the United States has Friday. The body will be in the Nettie Beverage; trio, Woodworth C32 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. E. L. Toner is substituting for the jolliest for some time, and a large John Edward Benner of Bristol, and won the Argentine Cup since 1924.
north portion about Friday. Tem
tomb at Winthrop, and be buried at sisters; readings, Nellie Beverage.
perature above normal, except colder Miss Madlene Rogers at the Warren number of the members and guests will be well remembered in this vi
The United States again won the her old home, sometime in the Thelma Burgess, Florcnt Arey, Lloyd
Authorized Amrad and Croslcy
with temperature about normal street school, third grade, who is was present. Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee cinity and by his fellow workmen at I Lord Dewar Cup from the shooters ot spring. Funeral services were held 'Whitmore; song, Woodworth sisters;
Dealer
home because of grippe.
and Miss Evelyn Sherer furnished Hurricane, which granite center he the British Empire, the United States at the home Sunday. Rev. William J. closing song by Grange; remarks by
middle of week, and again at end.
•
142-tf
music for dancing, and other enter left 20 years ago. The burial was in I team ot twenty .22 caliber shooters Day, Mrs. Battefeld's pastor, offici Worthy Master, Past Master Gross,
William N. Benner, Jr., has been tainment included miniature golf. 1
1 Past Master Burgess, Master Curtis
| scoring 7849 and the British, 7839. ating.
The Speech Readers Club meets appoined justice of the peace and singing and games. Sandwiches. ! Hfedstone.
Thursday afternoon at 2.30.
Alfred C. Hocking of St. George has fancy cookies, cake and hot chocolate
been appointed notary public.
were served. Mrs. E. W. Pike and
I Mrs. Percy McPhee were in charge.
------Henry B. Gardner has gone to
A meeting of the Maine Poultry
-------Boothbay for a few weeks on busi
Improvement Association scheduled ! Miss Florence Hale of the State
ness.
for Monday at the City building has Department of Education, who will
been postponed until Wednesday address the Baptist Men’s League
Raymond C. Duff hit the Western evening at 7.30.
Wednesday night, is a speaker of natrail yesterday on an extended busi
------tional reputation. She is in demand j
ness trip.
Frank D. Healey, who is located at from Maine to California and has
742 Murray drive, Jacksonville, Fla.,, made several speaking tours covering
Chapin Class meets this evening at this winter has our thanks for a copy ; many parts of the United States.
the home of Mrs. H. P. Blodgett, Tal of the Jacksonville Journal contain She is also editor of one of the lead
ing comment on a Rockland news ing educational Journals and is a
bot avenue.
happening.
leading candidate for the next presi
dency of the National Education
Last week's prizes at Carr's alleys:
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at , Association
E. Achorn, 130; E. Nelson, 120; Rack2.30 at the home of Miss Florence
—-—
liS, 118; O. Nelson, 114.
Hastings, 115 Talbot avenue. Sub- [ A united service of Knox County's
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Kennedy of ject, “Would a saloon by any other Episcopal parishes (Rockland. St.
Peaks Island are guests of Mr. and name be less evil?" Leader, Mrs. Wil George, Thomaston and Camden)
liam Brawn.
will be held at St. Thomas Church,
Mrs. Maurice Gregory, Glencove.
i?
Camden Sunday afternoon at 5.
Kendrick Searles, quartermaster when Rev. John Crowell, secretary
Mrs. Emma Carver will be hostess
for the bridge party to be given under 1st class, who has been a mdmber of I general of the Con-Fraternity of the
the auspices of the BPW Club the Kickapoo's personnel the past i Blessed Sacrament, will be the
two years, re-enlisted Saturday for , preacher. Fr. Crowell is rector of St.
Thursday evening.
another year. A valued and popular John's Church at Newport, Vt. A
special car is to be run for the oc
Mr. and Mrs. John Burns left member of the crew is this lad.
casion, the time of its leaving the
yesterday for Ormond. Fla., where
The Ladies' Auxiliary of St. Peter's waiting room to be announced in a
they will spend the remainder of the
Episcopal Church will meet Thurs later issue.
winter.
day evening at the home of, Mrs.
Golden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., holds
Circle supper at the Universalist Erskine Wright, Masonic street,
Church tomorrow night at 6 will when the program for the year's work its installation of officers Friday eve
ning at 8 o'clock, with each member
i
have Miss Blanche Crandall as will be presented.
privileged to invite one guest. Mrs.
chairman.
An important meeting of the Rock Gertrude Boody, retiring worthy
Mrs. Helen Paladino will act as land Community and School Im matron, will be the installing officer,
hostess for the bridge party to be provement Association will be held and will be assisted by Milton Grif
given this evening at Grand Army at the Chamber of Commerce rooms fin, Mrs. Anah Gay as chaplain, Mrs.
hall under the auspices of Ruth at 4 o'clock this afternoon. The Carolyn Stewart as marshal, Mrs.
Have you taken advantage of our January Clear
proposition of turning the holdings Helen Chapman assistant marsnal,
Mayhew Tent.
of the association over to the city and Mrs. Amy Tripp, organist.
ance Sale of Footwear? Men’s, Ladies’, Boys’,
Marsh’s orchestra will furnish music,
The Junior Harmony Club meets will be discussed.
other
entertainment
to
be
given
by
tomorrow evening in the BPW rooms
Girls’ and Little Tots’ Shoes, Overshoes, Rub
at 7 o'clock, when the young memThe pl°ns are expecting something Miss Louise Dolliver in readings, Rev.
bers will present items pertaining to W interesting tomorrow when Jesse Kenderdine, Mrs. E. R. Veazie
bers, Rubber Boots and Slippers at Lowest Prices
Victor Herbert
George Gay tells "The Story of Wool- and Mrs. Victor Atwood, in vocal
worth." A committee will report on solos. Refreshments will be served
Ever! Come in and look, you are not under obli
The Shakespeare Society will hold the date and particulars of the next in the banquet hall, with Mrs. Hattie
its annual open meeting Monday, party for “Mrs. Leo"— in other Davies in charge.
gations to buy. Our Footwear is of the Best!
Jan. 26, at the Copper Kettle at 6.30 words, the proposed ladies' night. A
Sunday decorations at the First
p. m. Members and alumni mem candidate will be put through the
i
Baptist
Church
included
a
beautiful
paces.
bers are requested to notify Mrs.
bouquet of pinks as a memorial to
Aldana Spear, Maple street, before
The Econolny Flour and Feed Co. of the late Miss Clara Farwell, com
uan. 25, in order that reservations
One Lot
LADIES’
CHILDREN’S
Rockland has been organized with a memorating her 91st birthday, which
may be arranged.
capital stock of $10,000 all in com occurred on that day. The basket of
Three Button
The silver tea given by the Methe- mon stock with a par value of $100 lovely pink snapdragons was given bj’
besec Club takes place this after Three shares have been subscribed Mrs. George Snow. (Miss Dorothy
Sizes
3% to 4%
5.00 and 6.00
noon in the girls' club room of the The officers and stockholders are: Bird* formerly of this city, now of
Sizes 3 to 8
Central Maine Power Co., 447 Main Herbert H. Stover, president; Maud Florida. The poem on the back of
Brown or Black only
street, under the direction of the B. Stover, treasurer; and Clarence'S the calendar entitled "His Lilly.'
written by Mrs. E. H. Crie, formerly
social committee. The hours are Beverage, clerk; all of Rockland.
------i Miss Margaret Smith, shows poetical
2.30 to. 5. The proceeds will be de
Senor Jiminez, whose novel enter- i genius, as well as voicing the thought
voted to the scholarship aid fund of
the State Federation of Women's tainment is featuring the Veteran ! that some may be doing as effectual
One Lot
Firemen’s Bazaar this week is some work in the Master’s Kingdom as
Clubs.
Black Jersey
"jiner," being a Granger, Mason. Red many another who have greater op
CHILDREN’S
MEN’S
Opportunity Class of the First Man, Knight of Pythias, Moose and portunities and scope for their
Slide
or
4
Buckle,
Medium
8.50, 9.00
Baptist Church has accepted the Forester. And of course he belongs talents.
Heels; 4.00 and 5.00 values
challenge offered by the men's class, to the Royal Order of Good Fel
Frank H. Ingraham, teacher, and the lows as you will perceive if you talk 1 The annual meeting of the Me
young men’s class, Millard Hart, re with him. By the way, have you ’ Dougall-Ladd Co. yesterday was
garding attendance record between learned how to pronounce his name? marked by the retirement of H. N.
_____
McDougall from the presidency, due
now and Easter. Members of the
TRAOl MA* A «ca ys PAT 0»»
A meeting of the Rockland Com- to important business affairs which
first mentioned class are enthusi
astic over the announcement and are munity and School Imnrovement I demand so much of his attention in
going to make the effort to attend all Association will be held this after- : other cities. He is succeeded at the
the school sessions and wip the vic noon to consider the proposition of head of the organization by Waltci
turning Community Park over to the C. Ladd, junior member of the firm,
tory.
city. The organization was forced who has been connected with the
since 1909 when it was
A correspondent writes: “Mrs. back in 1921 for the purpose of pro concern
known as M. S. Bird & Co., and
Margaret Smith Crie's poem, "His viding the youth of the city with an whose
5.00 and 6.00
21 years’ career in the insur
I.AOI
Rta ui
Lily,” reminds one of the days when athletic field. Over $15,000 wa.,
raised
by
means
of
a
scries
of
Com!
ance
business
have
been
marked
by
her sister. Susan Smith, now Mrs.
Other officers
Stephen Smith, resorted to poetry munity fairs held in the old Arcade, uniform success.
for expression of many fine thoughts. The present field was bought and chosen yesterday were: Vice presiSizes 6 to 11; Tan or Black
These poems were often published in equipped, the Parent-Teacher Asso- dents, A. B. Stevenson, Jr. and
the locaL papers of that time, and ciation cooperating in the final two Marcus P. Chandler; secretary ana
Calf—2.00 value
were read with much interest. We fairs. The idea was to turn the {treasurer, Miss Edith MacAlman;
wonder if she has kept up the prac property over to the city authorities ; directors, the officers and H. N. Mctice of voicing her sentiments in when it seemed to be to the best in- Dougall. _______________
’ you are invited to inspect some
rhyme. Mrs. Smith was a graduate terests of the community.
of Rockland High.”
.—*—,
new diamond rings, also new
A further plea for haste in secur- mountings with six diamonds on
Low Heel
ingf
the
Knox
County
Red
Cross
j
sides Leon J. White, jeweler.—adv.
The Prudential office staff gath
8.50, 10.00 value
9-lt
ered at the home of Supt. and Mrs. quota, has been received by Presi- |
Sizes 7 to 10
dent
Welch.
The
necessity
is
ex
C. L. Black. Ingraham Hill, Saturday
night, the occasion being a surprise treme and speed is Imperative if aid
BORN
party given by them for Joseph H. is to be secured in time for the POTE—At Boston. Jan. 18. to Mr. and
George E. Pote. (Florence OverCouhig, in honor of his 15th anni stricken areas. Returns are coming Jdi's.
Kick t a son. Richard Alden.
versary with the Prudential Insur in with disturbing slowness, due pos NOYES
—At Providence. R I.. Jan. 12. to
LADIES’
ance Co. Ih the course of the din sibly to the talk of a Federal Red
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Noyes, a daughter.
CHILDREN’S
ner which featured the affair Mr.- Cross appropriation, but the call
Couhig was presented with an em from National headquarters is for
DIED
v
blematic pin. He responded with contributions at once to relieve suf ROCKWELL—At Winthrop. Mass. Jan
16. Mrs. Frances E. Rockwell, formerly
some of his experiences during his 15 fering immediately. President Welch
of Washington.
years' service. Faithful and effici stresses the necessity for early co GRAY
Tan or Black
—At Camden. Jan. 18. Ffederlck
BALL BAND
operation in the matter. Contribu
ent service, it may be added.
William Gray, aged 56 years. 6 months.
Sizes 8 to 2
tions may be sent to the Red Cross
6 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 o’clock.
Radio fans, attention! Listen in office, 497 Main street, or to The Cou CONANT—At Camden. Jan. 19, Walter
: «.
3.00 value
Leslie Conant, aged 63 years. Funeral
on your favorite National Broadoasting rier-Gazette which is acting as the
Thursday
at
2
o
’
clock
from
late
resi

Co. Red Network Station, at 6.30 p. m. agent of the Red Cross.
dence at Mechanic street.
Tuesday, Jan. 20. House-Sherman,
--------NOYES— At Rockport. Jan. 17. Edward
Inc., Rockland.—adv.
The contest to be held in Portland
«yr Noyes. ^ed^Mjears. 16 days,
the middle Of April for young artists i miller—At Warren, Jan. 18. Mrs
There will be a free dance at South of the Maine Federation of Music
Martha E. Miller, aged 87 years. 2
MISSES’
months. 2! days. Funeral from the
Thomaston Grange hall Friday night. Clubs is attracting much attention
late home Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Jan. 23, starting at 8.30 sharp—adv. among the younger musicians, and
—At Redstone. N. H.. Jan 13.
already requests are being received, i BENNER
John Benner, formerly of Hurricane
Fleece Lined
1.50 value
These competitions are conducted' Isle, aged 49 years. Interment ln Red
4.00 value
Fleece Lined
stone.
every two years by the State Federa
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
tions, followed by district contests,
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
CARP OF THANKS
with finals at the biennial meetings
We wish to express our thanks and aplar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
of
the
National
Federation,
which
preclatton
to all our neighbors and
whan
this
vear will
will be
in San Francisco in beautlful
friends forfloral
theirofferings.
acts of and
kindness,
for
inis year
oe n oa riauvua-u
to those
June. Winners in a.l contests re- . wbo Ofrered cars during our recent beMETHYL BALM
ceived awards, the national winners j reavements. We especially thank Dr. v.
will bring almost Instant relief?
being given important prizes donated H. Shields for his kindness and thoughtu
5
fulness during their illness.
A scisntifieslly compounded ex
by organizations and individuals. ,
Allston Roberts and family.
ternal application that should bs
Those who are interested in entering j
-----------------in every home. Sold only at
the State contest must send their 1
in memoriam
requests for applications to Mrs. C.! In loving memory of Charles H. Nye,
Johnston’s Drug Store
KFenderson of Saco prior to Feb. 1.1 & M^Vt^oVnor do ^/intend.
ItoMvcr
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
Anyone locally who is interested can We think of you often and will to the
Sant Post Paid on roooipt of price
receive further details by communi Gone end.
and forgotten by some you may be.
76 cento
cating with Mrs. Faith G. Berry, But dear
to my memory you ever will be.
•Itf
•
His daughter, Mrs Grace Wheeler.
Grove street.

TALK OF THE TOWN

CROSLEY

“BUDDY”

RADIO
$64.50

E. 0. Philbrook & Son

GOOD SHOES AT LOW PRICES

FULL SPEED
AHEAD!

LADIES’ BLACK SHOES

MEN’S SHOES

HIGH SHOES

NOVELTY SHOES

$1

$2.95

39c

LADIES’ OVERSHOES

ll/afa-Quer

HIGH SHOES

$1.98 $2.98

$1

LOW HEEL OXFORDS

LADIES’ SHOES

SHOES

$4.95

$2.95

MEN’S POLICE SHOES

ENNA JETTICK SHOES

$3.29

$3.95 $4.95

MEN’S RUBBERS

$1.19

LADIES’ RUBBERS

CHILDREN’S RUBBERS

79c

89c

RUBBER OVERSHOES

$4.95

$6.85

$7.85

49c

BOYS’ HIGH SHOES

HIGH SHOES

I

KNIT GAITERS

$1.98

$2.98

MEN’S SLIPPERS

98c

RUBBER OVERSHOES

$2.29

$2.98

$1.98

McLAIN SHOE STORE

Chisholm Brothers, Proprietors

Sign

432 Main Street, Rockland

Every-0 ther-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 20, 1931

Page Four

Memorized Tt. Tames ‘YlnTTTsnn—
A LUCKY,FIND
tinued, glancing at me and May- I his possession Tor some months,
asked UayfSorhe. '"Is there, or was
left at home?’ .-aid Jlaythorne, dry
no occupation. Address — Park
and might have found an advan
thorite. “Park lane, you said?”
there, a Blue Diamond Two?”
ly. “He wanted her to think him
Lane.
Lady Loeke’s nephew— Lewiston Man Tells His
tageous customer for the pair."
Mr, Frobenius cave ns the exact
Kloop smiled knowingly.
dead!—what did It matter as long
tliat's who Mallison is.”
“Then you didn’t buy?” asked
address of Sir Samuel Loeke nnd
"Precisely what I am about to
as he was alive? But I tell you
“And that Welminster square af
Pleasant Stcry of Sargon
Maythorne.
left us. Crole and I, as if by com
tell you!” he answered. "There
he was always a bit of a mystery
fair, Cottingley? Gambling busi
mon impulse, looked at our coin- :
“No—we didn't buy." replied Sir
was!—in the end. And T feel con
man, and I’d give a lot to know
ness wasn’t it?”
“Sargon proved a lucky find for
panion.
Samuel. “What we did was this—
vinced that Mazaroff had Blue Dia
where he went and with whom he
“Police raid in a private gam me," declared Phillip A. Samson, 81
"Well ?" said Crole. “What’s May- ! I telephoned to my regular jeweler,
mond Two, and perhnps Blue Dia
talked, and so on. tiiat day after
bling house in Welminster square. Androscoggin Ava., Lewiston, Ms.
thnrne asking himself?”
Frohenlus, and got him to come
mond One, on him when he was
he and Holt struck the Woodcock.
About three or four months ago. “I used to haye so much trouble
Maythorne looked up from a pat
here and examine tiie diamond tiiat
murdered on the moor! After he
He saw somebody that day who
Thirty or forty arrests. Mallison
tern which he was mechanically
Mazaroff had witli .him. They
got hold of the first blue diamond,
gave him some Information about
was one of the men on the prem
tracing on the tablecloth.
agreed that a reasonable price for
he developed an almost feverisli
Mrs. Elphinstone nnd Miss Merrill"Only one tiling to ask—at pres- 1 such a pair of blue diamonds would I ises. If you remember, one of our
by
craze to get a second. I knew he
son—he said as much to you, didn't
clients was there—came to you In
ent.” lie said. "Did Mazaroff tell
be a hundred and sixty thousand
got Blue Diamond One for what you
he?”
blue funk. Nothing! Like the
those diamonds to Sir Samuel
pounds. After Frobenius bad gone,
call, 1 believe—ln your English
“He did,” I admitted.
Loeke? If he didn’t—”
Mazaroff and I came to tills agree- ; scrapbook?”
phrase—a mere song. But he was
“Well—wiio was tiiat somebody?"
“Well?” demanded Crole.
ment—if bis agent, Armintrade,
Maythorne nodded his head nnd
so intent on getting another blue
he asked. “Tiiat somebody Who’s
"Then, In that case. Armintrade’s
hadn't got a hetter offer, or made
held out a hand, and the clerk,
diamond to match It that he told
never come forward?”
got them—In my opinion. And—
some arrangement to which they
turning to a big table that stood iu
me he was preparing to go to a
Maythorne laid down his knife
the job will be to prove that he
were committed. Mazaroff was to
the center of tlie room, took up a
great length, a big price. In the
and fork and bent across tlie table
has! Where liave we got the slight
get tlie second blue diamond from
solidly bound volume which proved
end he got what he wanted."
to us.
est clew to what we want to es
to contain newspaper cuttings, and
Armintrade, and, on Ids return to
‘‘Another?" exclaimed Crole.
"Suppose," he said in n whisper,
tablish—that lie and Mazaroff met on
London, show me and tier ladyship
with almost uncanny celerity found
“Another. And equally fine,” re
meant to be mysterious nnd sig
that first day nfter Mazaroff nnd
tlie pair. If then wre decided to
a page and handed the book over.
plied Kloop. "I don’t know, for he
nificant, “suppose—eli?—suppose it
bolt arrived at the Woodcock? But
buy, we were to have the pair at
Maythorne glanced at the extract;
wouldn’t tell me, what he gave for
was his wife?"
we’re getting at something—and it
the price I’ve just mentioned to
and then twisted the volume to
It. But he got It—and not very
This suggestion seemed to Im
all points to Armintrade. Now let’s
you. And, of course, that’s where
SYNOPSIS
ward Crole and me.
long before he sailed for England."
zaroff talking, eviuently conTiuenpress Crole even more than It Im
see this Sir Samuel man and get a
it ended. We’ve never seen the
“There you are,” he said. “James
“You saw it?” asked Maythorne.
tially, to a man in fhe smoking
pressed me—his mouth opened and
step further."
diamond since.”
Mallison, no occupation, Park lane
"1 saw It—yes.” assented Kloop.
room late that night. Then one
he started. But before he could
CHAPTER I.—Mervyn Holt, bache
lor World war veteran, is engaged,
"So—1 have seen both. I don't
day at York, I saw him in conver
Wp chartered a taxicab and were
‘•Did you ever see Mazaroff after 1 —which seems to argue that Mr.
say anything, a young man came
in London, by a man calling him
Mallison lives with his aunt and
think
anybody
else
has.
Unless
—
driven
to
Park
lane,
wtierp
we
tiiat
first eall?” asked Maythorne.
sation
with
the
same
man
in
York
threading
his
way
through
tiie
self Salim Mazaroff, as a traveling
his uncle-ln-law. But perhaps Cot»which I suspect—Mazaroff has
pulled up In front of nn imposing
- "Oh, yes, we didanswered Sir
crowded room nnd made for him.
station?’
companion. After a short tour the
tingley knows? Cottingley knows
shown them here, since his coming.
two put up at the Woodcock inn, on
•‘You’d know the man again?”
Samuel readily enough. "He was
He bent down, handed Crole a card,
mansion, at tlie door of which we
Marrasdale moor. They meet, casu
a lot! Do you know anything
a very friendly, sociable, pleasant
He
had
his
eye
on
buyers
in
Eu

and
whispered
something.
Crole
suggested
Kloop.
were
encountered
hy
a
footman
ally, Mrs. Elphinstone and Miss
about Mallison, Cottingley?”
“Oh, yes—a young, fn Chaired,
rope.”
looked nt the card and towards the
whose liveries were rather more
sort of man, and we asked him to
Merchison, and later, Mazaroff in
PHILLIP A. SAMSON
“Very little! Young man about
fresh-cqmplexioned man very smart
“Did he mention any particular
door. “Outside?—Waiting?" he said.
come and dine with us.”
gorgeous than the usual run of
forms Holt that they are his wife
and daughter, who have long be
town.
A
bit
—
foopish.
Sporty
—
In
buyers?” inquired Maythorne.
"Had you any other guests. Sir
ly dressed.” I said. “A man of prob
“Bring him in here, Rollinson.”
things in that way. The room Into
lieved him dead. Mazaroff’s right
a way. Lives with Sir Samuel and
ably twenty-five, or so.”
Samuel?" Maythorne asked.
"He did not But he did tel, me
Kollinson—one of Crole’s clerks
which we were ushered after we
iim&s, he tells Holt, is Merchison.
indigestion I couldn’t sleep and
Lady Loeke. They say this Malli with
“Were there any other guests
that he had a man here, In Lon
—went off, and Crole threw tlie
had sent in our cards looked as if
‘•No, we hadn’t that night,” re
He nad left his wife shortly after
was as nervous as I could be. Some
their marriage, before the birth of
son
will
come
in
for
Sir
Samuel's
don, who did things for him, and
some very high-class upholstefr-r
plied Sir Samuel. "Leastwise, there
card on the table for us to look
times I’d break out in a cold sweat
the girl, of whose existence he had
money.”
who was ln touch with European
was tier ladyship's nephew, young
at. It was a very neat, beautifully
had been given carte blanche to
been unaware. That night Mazaroff
that always left me weak. The way
“
And
that
’
s
ail
you
know,
Cot
and American people of high degree
engraved card giving tlie name and
wreak his own will and fancy on It.
Jim Mallison—but we didn't reckon ;
falls to return to the hotel, and
Saigon got at these troubles and
there is no explanation of his dis
tingley?"
that might he Inclined to give a
address of Mr. Adolf Frobenius.
him a guest. Nobody else.”
A little, apple-cheeked, rotund man.
strengthened up my whole system
appearance.
“AU!”
very fancy price for the pair.”
who wore mutton-chop whiskers and
“And you never saw him again
608 Bond street, W„ and a very
sure great. I'm In better health
Maythorne threw the scrapbook was
“And you feel sure that he first
neat, spick-and-span gentleman fol
after that?” asked Maythorne. I
a ready smile came bustling In. a
CHAPTER II.—Holt meets Miss
in every way.
on the table.
•ent Blue Diamond One to London,
Merchison—Sheila—and with her
“Never met him anywhere about
big, half-smoked cigar in one pudgy
lowed it.
"I also used the Sargon Pills for
goes to her cousin’s (Verner Courtand then brought Blue Diamond
London?"
“Well, that’s that!" he said. “We constipation and they didn't nau
hand.
“Swell jewelers In Bond street,”
hope) shooting box, hoping to learn
Two
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own
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No
—
never
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nor
heard
of
know
a
bit
more
now
about
Malli

whispered
Crole.
as
Mr.
Frobeniof Mazaroff’s whereabouts. At Court"I know what yon chaps have
seate or upset me in the least. This
Maythorne.
him again,” replied Sir Samuel.
hope's is a man named Armintrade
son. Doubtless he’s the man Ma wonderful treatment just can't be
us, ushered by the clerk, made his
come for!” he exclaimed, beaming
and a London doctor, Eccleshare.
“I feel sure of that,” said Kloop.
“
Until
we
saw
all
this
in
the
pa

zaroff
spoke
to
at
Huntingdon
and
way
to
our
corner;
“
client
of
mine,
from one to the other of us. "This
beat.”
They know nothing of Mazaroff Po
“I may say—Pm certain of it And
pers.”
at York. Now, there’s nothing
and neighbor of mine, too—lives
Mazaroff affair!—I’ve read it all In
lice Sergeant Manners and a news
Sold by The Comer Drug Store,
since I have learnt these particulars
“
Your
nephew,
Mr.
James
Malli.
paper man, Bownas, question Holt.
much
in
that,
but
It
seems
that
near me at Wimbledon; smart man.
the papers, and your names, too,
Inc., in Rockland; by George H.
Mazaroff's body is is found in “Reiv
of his sad fate, I have wondered
I
think
you
said,
”
remarked*
son,
Mallison
was
going
north.
And
Hallo,
Frohenlus!
”
tie
continued
as
same as what I see on your cards
Gardiner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa
er’s den.” He has been shot. The
If Mazaroff did one of two things,
Maythorne. "Did you hear him
what I'd like to know Is this—did in Waldoboro.
he greeted his visitor. “Delighted
—Just so. Now then, what’s It nil
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dead man’s lawyer, Crole. with May
or, perhaps, both? The first—did
mention
seeing
Mazaroff
in
town
—
he
and
Mazaroff
ever
meet
again?
thorne, private inquiry agent, ar
you run me to earth. Let me intro
about, gentlemen? It’s a queer
rives, Crble having heard of his cli
he get talkative on hoard ship, and
after
that
dinner?
”
What
we
want
to
get
at
Is
the
re

duce
my
friends
—
Mr.
Maythorne:
business, I think—what?"
ent’s disappearance. He tells Holt
show his second bine diamond to
Sir Samuel looked nt his wife.
lationship of Mazaroff’s murder to
Mr. Mervyn Holt. I dare say," he
“You're aware of it, then. Sir
Mazaroff carried diamonds worth a
fellow passengers; the second, did
“I never heard Jim mention
the fact that Mazaroff hnd Blue
large Slim, and was in the habit o»
added, with a sly smile, “you've
Samuel?” suggested Crole. “Well
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
making a display of them incau
he show it here In London, amongst
that,” he answered. "To be sure, ' Diamond Number Two on him,
heard
of
both,
before
now."
up
in
things
as
far
ns
they
’
ve
gone?
”
A new sparkling Fresh Fru t Bev
tiously. Neither the diamonds, nor
the
fraternity?
”
Jitn
knocks
about
a
good
deal
In
when
he
was
nftirdered.
How
many
“
Of
Mr.
Maythorne.
often,
”
an

erage—a perfect mixer
anything of value, are found on
“Who Isn’t?” exclaimed Sir Sam
“The fraternity?" said Crole.
fashionable places, and so on—he’s
people know that he had? Well,
swered the jeweler, with a polite
Mazaroff’s body.
Listen in every Friday evening at
uel. “Been plenty in the papers,
“I mean Hatton Garden,” an
away
just
now,
or
he
could
tell
you
from
all
we
can
make
out,
here
bow. “And Mr. Holt—since I rend
6.15 on WBZ and WBZA
anyway. Of course, me and her
Elph
swered Kloop, with a knowing
himself. But I never heard him
was a man—Mallison—who cer
ln the newspapers of the Mazaroff
Distributed by
ladyship's read all we could set our
scoffs at the idea that “Mazaroff”
smile.
"Where,
as
you
must
know,
speak
of
meeting
Mazaroff
again
—
tainly
knew
it.
Mallison
had
seen
affair. Which affair, Mr. Crole,”
is Merchison, and produces apparent
eyes to. It was only this morning
Rockland
Produce Co.
the
greater
part
of
the
diamond
did
you,
Maria?
”
the
big
diamond
—
Number
Two
—
proofs of his death.
Maythorne
he continued, seating himself by the
she says to me, ‘Sam!’ she says, ‘as
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
finds something at the scene of the
transactions of this country are
“No—I never heard him say any- 1 ln Mazaroff’s possession. Probably,
solicitor,
“
is
what
I
have
come
to
sure
ns
fate,
somebody
’
ll
come
to
murder, and pockets it. A gun
Miniature Golf Course
thing of that,” replied Lady Loeke,
carried out It will surprise me
when they encountered at Hunting
see you about.”
found near the spot is identified as
ns about thi3 here affair!’ And—
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lf Mazaroff ls not to be heard of
We had a little more conversa
don and at York, the blue diamond
“I thought so,” said Crole.
the property of Musgrave, landlord
there
yon
are!
But
I
’
ll
tell
you
%
of the Woodcock inn. It had been
tion with tills worthy couple, and
there! Come, gentlemen, I will
deal
with
Sir
Samuel
Loeke
was
“Guessed it at once. We shall be
what—eome this way, gentlemen,
stolen from him.
they left them. I was anxious to
walk along the street with you
the subject of their conversation.
glad of any information. Did you
and then her ladyship can hear all
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get out of the house; I had an an
. . . and we will see!”
We’ll have to get and talk witli
know Mazaroff?”
CHAPTER IV.—Evidence nt tne
you've
got
to
say.
”
STEAMBOAT CO.
nouncement to make which I could
Inquest proves “Mazaroff'' was Mer
We made a little procession
Mallison. certainly. And—Annin“I have read a great deal in the
We followed Sir Samuel out nf
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
chison. Ilis will, made a few days
not make before them.
along
Holborn
:
Mr.
Kloop
and
trade?
That
man
has
got
to
be
newspapers
about
this
affair.
And
Steamer
leaves Swan's Island at 5.30
before his death, leaves all his
the cold grandeur of our first haven
“I say!” I exclaimed, seizing my 1 seen, too—he knows more than he’s A. M . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7.25,
Maythorne ln front, Mr. Crole and
I came along to see you, Mr. Crole,
money, an immense amount^to Holt.
into
the
less
formal
and
more
com

Vinalhaven
8.15, due to arrive at Rock
companion’s elbow, “You remem
Mazaroff had the will in his posses
myself in the rear,
told; in fact, he's told nothing.
because I am almost sure that not
land about 9.30.
fortable harbor of another and
sion, and it is missing. A shiftless
ber that—tills morning—I spoke of
“Were There Any Other Guests
Kloop
greeted
a
man
whose
fine
And
In
the
meantime,
he
must
be
very
long
ago,
under
rather
un

Return
—
Leaves
Rockland at 1.30 P M.,
character named Parslave is found
smaller mom, where we found Lady
seeing Mazaroff in conversation
Than Yourselves at This Wood
cloth overcoat was ornamented hy
carefully watched. Holt!—is that Vinalhaven g 45. North Haven 3.30. Ston
usual circumstances, I met Mr. Malo have left Marrasdale moor hur
Loeke.
She
was
as
rotund
as
her
a luxurious fur collar and his blacjc
cock Inn?” Inquired Kloop.
with a man who was a stranger to
riedly
From Mazaroff's papers it
man yon left at the Woodcock, the ington at 4 40: due to arrive at Swan’a
raroff.”
husband; her dress was of the
8 00 P. M.
is learned that Herman Kloop. then
me. hut whom Mazaroff evidently
satin stock by a‘blazing diamond
chauffeur, Webster, a man of good Island B.about
"Good!" exclaimed Crole. "But—
H. STINSON, General Agent.
in London, has been a close friend
latest
fashion,
and
she
had
many
than yourselves at this Woodcock
knew? Well—there’s a photograph
pin. They were evidently well ac
Intelligence?"
you either did or you didn’t. Why
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of Mazaroff’s in South Africa.
rings on her fingers, and it struck
Inn?” inquired Kloop.
of that man—the very man!—on
quainted and met with much en
“Webster’s a sharp, clever chap,”
‘almost’?”
me
that
she
was
somewhat
sharper
“Staying there—no.” I replied.
Lady Loeke’s mantelpiece!”
thusiasm and handshaking—after
I answered. “Smart—trusty.”
“Because,” answered Frohenlus,
of Intellect than Sir Samuel, not
“People came in, though, for lunch
The two men stopped, staring at
which Kloop drew his man aside.
“Give me some telegraph forms,
"the man whom I met was not In
DENTAL NOTICE
quite
so
open,
and
infinitely
more
CHAPTER V
—people who were motoring north
me—Crole with an ordinary glare
When, a few minutes later, they
Cottingley," said Maythorne, “Holt,
troduced to me by any name. I
watchful.
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J. H. DAMON
or south."
of surprise, but Maythorne with a
parted, Kloop came to qs. shak
I'm going to send Webster a wire
just met him. However, he was
“Of course I knew we should
The Diamond World.
Kloop folded his hands on the
sudden flash of the eye and nn ! ln your name, telling hitn of car- Is back in his office for the winter
ing his head.
a notable man—and the description
have inquiries made here.” she ob
table and looked from one to the
alertness that I had never noticed
“That’s a man who knows this
of Mazaroff in the papers corre
\ I 7E FOUND Mr. Kloop at half
and will make appointments each day
served, in a slightly affected tone.
other of us.
before in him: it was as if my re 1 tain thihgs 1 want him to do there
place from top to bottom nnd end
sponds with my recollections. Bur
W pnst ten. leisurely finishing a
from 10 to 2
“
I
said
so,
this
morning,
to
Sir
“What is in m.v mind,” he said,
mark had acted as an illumina ’ as regards keeping an eye on High
to end," he remarked. “And he
I will give you the facts. During ,
late breakfast, a little, dapper, He
Cap lodge. We shall liave to go
!30TStf
“is that Mazaroff may have been
tion.
has not heard of Mazaroff and his
the past twelve months or so, I ha' e ' Samuel."
braic looking gentleman.
“As I've Just toid 'em," said Sir
tracked to this place, caught on
“That's the man I saw talking | back there. I expect, but It mayn't
bine diamonds. That Inclines me
had dealings with a Sir Samuel and | Samuel.
He appeared to take unusual In
be tomorrow. As for tomorrow,
“Though, to be sure, I’ve
that moor by the man who had
to Mazaroff at Huntingdon and
to a further belief in what I've
Lady Loeke. Sir Samuel is a selfterest In me as we revealed our sep
wil) you two come here at ten
no idea ns yet as to how they got
tracked him, and done to death.”
again at York," I asserted. “I rec
been thinking all along—which is
made man; to be plain, he made a
o’clock in the morning?”
arate Identities, and I remembered
here. Nobody knows about our
"For what he had on him?” sug
ognized tlie photograph instantly.”
DR. E. L SCARLOTT
that Mazaroff intended, and per
vast fortune as a contractor dur
Crole and I went away, leaving
transactions with Mazaroff outside
then that the details of Mazaroff's
gested Crole.
“The probability is that that's tiie
haps had in view—a private deal
ing the recent war; he is. I gather,
35 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND
Maythorne
concocting
his
telegram
ourselves
—
so
far
as
I
know.
Of
will had come out in Postlethwaite's
"That, or something like It," an
nephew we heard about—Mallison,”
with those stones—did not intend
a multi-millionaire. About a vpar
to
Webster.
course,
Mazaroff
may
have
talked.
evidence at the inquest, and that
Osteopathic Physician
swered Kloop. “1 see it’s stated in
said Maythorne. “Let’s see. lie
them to come on the market. This
ago he bought Lord Mulworthy's
I bought the evening newspapers
newspaper reporters had been pres
the papers—from Mr. Holt’s evi
is the market!—and that man
house In Park lane. He and Lady j But now—how did you come to hear
Telephone 136
was
referred
to
ns
Lady
Locke
’
s
and
went
off
to
Jermyn
street
re

of
us?
”
ent.
dence—that he probably had a lot
knows nothing. But there are still
Loeke—chiefly her ladyship—have
nephew
and
Sir
Samuel
spoke
of
solved
on
going
to
bed
at
exactly
“
My
dear
Sir
Samuel,"
replied
"I only arrived In London last
of money, ami his valuables on him.
other men.”
had extensive denllngs with me In
him as knowing his way about
nine o’clock. I should have kept
Crole. solemnly, "there are mysternight,” tie said, as we seated our
But—do you know if he had any
After that he dived Into several
jewelry and plate. Lady I.oeke
town pretty well.
Now, then,
my resolution If, just ns I was
within mysteries! A man of
selves. ‘‘I read about Mazaroff in
thing else—anything that would
offices, and spoke to other men
has bought a good many Jewels j ies
DR. PERLEY R. DAMON
where are we? Mallison, accord
your position, and your knowledge
about to make the definite move
the papers. A strange affair, gen
make a man resort to actual murder
whom he met on the street, but we
from
me.
ing
to
what
we
’
ve
just
heard,
met
bedward,
Maythorne
had
not
of
the
world
will
understand
me
tlemen !—and yet not so strange as
to gain possession of?”
got no news of Mazaroff.
"Well, about a month or five
Dentist
Mazaroff at Loeke’s house. Mal
when I say that ls a big thing,
It seems. Jlazaroff was a careless
turned up.
"The fact ls evident,” Kloop said,
“We don't,” answered Maythorne.
weeks ago, I was called to tbe tele
lison heard about, and saw, one
“I’ve seen Sir Samuel Loeke, 302 MAIN ST.
man. He was too really—sheer
■you’ve already read a good deal
ROCKLAND, ME.
as we once more sought the open
"The
fact
is,
Mr.
Kloop,
we
canje
phone
one
afternoon,
and
found
Sir
of the blue diamonds. If the pho
about it—now, to be brief, what can
thoughtlessness, you know—to let
again. Holt,” he said. “I've found'
street. “Mazaroff has not visited
Telephone
915-M
to you, hoping that you, as a close
Samuel speaking to me. He want
tograph is that of Mallison, -as you
you tell us?”
out a certain fact that may or may
people see what he had on him. And
these regions during his stay in
friend of his, could throw a lot of
ed me to go around to Park lane
Mtf
assert, Holt, Mallison Is the man
not
he
relevant.
About
this
chap
lie tarried things that I should have
Mr Samuel settled himself ln •
London. I am convinced now that
light on Mazarolf. What now, was
there and then, to look at and es
to whom yon saw Mazaroff talk
Mallison,
of
course.
”
kept under lock and key. How
chair.
lf he showed his blue diamonds
he likely to liave on him?”
timate the value of a diamond tiiat
ing first nt Huntingdon and
ever—but tell me—how did you find
“Yes?” I said.
“Well,” he said, with a glnr.ee
here it was ln private.”
“I will tell you what 1 know of
had been offered to him. I found
then at York. So—does Mallison
"Mallison," continued Maythorne,
R. W. TYLER
out I was here?”
at Lady Loeke. "This Mr, Maza
Then, saying that he must now
Mazaroff. Il may do some good—
Sir Samuel and Lady Loeke In
know anything about tills affair?
“went up north just about the time
“We found these letters of yours
roff called here one day—just as
attend to his own business, Kloop, their library; they had with them a
but I think tlie secret of this busi
RADIO
SERVICE AND REPAIRS
That's to find out—when we can
you and Mazaroff did. Old Loeke
In Mazaroff's rooms at the Hotel
you’ve done—and introduced him
stranger whose appearance, as I
ness will tie unearthed only by get
left us. We three went to lunch.
come across Mallison."
wants
to
rent
a
shooting
next
year
Cecil,” replied Maythorne, produc
NEW
BICKNELL
self as a man that had liad big
“Well, we’ve got some Informa
recollect It, corresponds with the
ting at Mazaroff's doings between
He paused for a moment ln the
—grouse moor, you know—nnd he
ing the letter case, “and judging
Phone 710
P, O. Box 359
dealings In diamonds and the like
tion,” observed Maythorne as we
description of Mazaroff given in the
thc time he arrived here in London
middle of the sidewalk, hands
thought it would he a good notion
from them that you were a very
135 tf
ln South Africa. He’d heard, as
newspapers—I particularly remem
settled down at a corner table.
and Ills murder at Marrasdale
plunged in his trousers pocket, eyes
lf Mallison went and inspected
intimate friend of his, I cabled to
he told us, of Lady Loeke as a
moor."
"We’ve found out about those dia
staring
at
the
pavement.
Sudden

ber the east In the left eye. He
some
shootings
while
guns
were
ur address In Cape Town yesterlikely purchaser of something ex
monds. I figure up the situation
“You have read what was said at
ly he looked up, signaled to a pass
was not introduced to me by name.
i y morning, and received a reply
actually at work. From what he
ceptional in diamonds, and he’d
ln this way: Mazaroff sent the first
the Inquest about Mazarolf being
ing taxicab, and motioned us to fol
It
appears
that
the
strancer
was
told me, Pm pretty dead certain
ut night that you were here.
thought she'd like to see a particu
(Gilchrest
—Blue Diamond One, as we'll eall
in reality one Andrew Merchlson?
low him Into it.
one who was Interested In diamonds
that Mallison was In the immediate
liave read up tlie case, Mr.
larly fine bit of property tiiat he'd
It—to his London bankers. Now
Very well—do you know if he was
“
Come
to
my
office,"
’
he
said.
ln
a
large
way,
had
heard
of
Sir
Monumental Works
neighborhood
of
Mnrrnsdale
at
the
Kl"',p?”
got ln that line o’ goods. Then he
then—did he send It for safety, un
Andrew Merchison?” Maythorne
“J’ve a chap there—my confidential
Samuel and his wife as possible
Main Street
very time yon and Mazaroff reached1 i
"A i that there ls ln these pa
told me it was a pair of very fine
til his coming, or, did he send It
asked.
buyers, and was willing to sell them
clerk—who possesses one of tiie
Thomaston, Maine
the Woodcock inn. Eh?"
pers.' replied Kloop.
“I see the
and rare blue diamonds, and he pro
that it might be shown to a likely
“I do not,” replied Kloop. “But,”
sharpest brains and most retentive
something of Very special value;
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I saw that he expected me to
police aspect some local man —a
duced one."
customer? I think, to a likely
he added, with a quiet smile, “I dare
to wit, a remarkable pair of blue
memories In Europe. He’ll know!”
Teleohone Connection
village.- of no very good reputation.
make some comment. I had no
"Only one?” Inquired Maythorne.
customer—I also think more, ln
say he was. In fact, 1 should con
diamonds, of which he had one in
Maythorne’s oftice was ln Con
comment to make: all I could say
May lie so—but I should say, know
“Only one. The other," continued
view of that cipher letter. I think
clude lie was the Andrew Merchison
duit street so we were there in a
his pocket. It was this that I was
was that I had never seen anything
ing what I do of Mazaroff, that
Sir Samuel, “he said was in tlie
spoken of at the inquest. He was
that—probably for some time—Arasked to see. He told me it was
few minutes. At each end of the
there is something deeper in the
of Mallison in these regions. He
possession
of
his
agent,
a
Mr.
Ar

a bit of a mystery man. But I
mintrade,
then
at
the
Imperial
one
of
a
pair
—
the
other
was
equally
room
we
entered
stood
a
tablecase than n nn re vulgar murder and
smiled.
mintrade, of Courtlwpe’s hank, who
never knew him as anything else
Banking
Corporation
of
South
Af

fine.
He
further
said
tiiat
lie
liad
de>
.;
nt
that
at
the
further
end
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robbery. Now, as I learn from the
“Why, no!” he answered. “Of
was just then away holiday making
than Salim Mazaroff, and he never
rica
ln
London,
had
not
only
had
been
in
the
diamond
trade
for
some
sat
when
we
walked
in,
a
young
course you didn’t—or, I might say,
newspaper accounts that Mr. Holt
ln
Northumberland.
He
said
he
said a word fo me about his ante
ATTENTION!
charge of Mazaroff’s correspond
years, in South Africa, had now
man who would have attracted m.v
was Mazaroff’s companion in his
wouldn’t, if—but still, that's all In
should be seeing Mr. Armintrade
cedents, during tlie whole time of
ence with the bank, but had corre
We Want Your
retired, and this would be his last
attention wherever I had met him.
north-country excursion, and with
the clouds. Yet—Mallison was cer
very
soon,
and
he
would
get
the
fel

our friendship.
sponded privately with Mazaroff. I
deal. What the Loekes wanted to
He was a smallish-sized chap, and
tainly there or thereabouts.”
him all the time at this Woodcock
LIVE
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low
diamond
from
him
—
”
"When he first became known to
think that Armintrade took charge
get at was—what were the two dia
his thinnish person was arrayed in
“I wonder If we shall ever find
Ina. 1 should like to ask Mr. Holt
“Unless!”
Interrupted
Lady
And Will Pay Highest Market
me, Mazarolf was what you might
of
Blue
Diamond
One
till
Maza

monds
worth?
The
would-be
vendor
a
tweed
suit
of
very
large
checks;
to tell me two or three things—
out all about it!" I said.
Price
term a general trader, or general
roff’s arrival with Blue Diamond
and myself had a good deal nf talk
he wore a hunting stock instead of
He gave me a queer, knowing
questions that occur to me, you
Call-or write and trucks will call.
Two,
and,
probably,
during
the
in

about
the
matter.
He
was
very
an
ordinary
collar,
and
its
folds
know. 1 >id you ever notice anything
look.
(•peculator In commerce. But ef
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terval made Inquiries for a likely
fair and reasonable, and lie and t
were gathered together by a gold
to make you think that you—that
“We shall find out all about It,
late years, he had given up all that
Care CHARLES McKELLAR
buyer
of
the
pair.
eventually
came
to
a
decision
as
to
horseshoe
pin
;
he
might,
indeed,
is to say, that Mazarolf was being,
Holt," he replied. “And—when we
and liad turned his attention exclu
WARREN, ME.
"From all I hear of him, Maza
a proper price for the pair.”
have been a head stable boy, ns
do, there’ll be a fine surprise!
followed—tracked?”
sively to diamonds.
When he
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roff
was
an
astute
man.
He
prob

“
And
what
might
that
be?
”
asked
far
as
this
sort
of
thing
went.
But
"I can't say that I ever did,”
Look here! Do you remember that
retired, and when tie came to Eng
Reference: Any poultry raiser
ably figured that there was a lot
Crole, eagerly.
he had the sharpest and queerest
when we were at Reiver’s den I
said I.
land he had a certain deal, or ven
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of
men
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England
who,
right

"Well,
”
answered
Frobenius.
“
we
pair
of
blue
eyes
I
have
ever
seen
;
••Yo.u never, for instance, noticed
picked np something close hy where
ture, or speculation on, and I am
ly or wrongly, have made vast for
agreed that a fair price would be
the most Inquisitive nose, nnd the
a man, or men, who turned up with
Mazaroff’s body was found? Yon
inclined tn believe that it liad more
tunes out of the war. Such men—
a hundred and sixty thousand
straightest line of lip above the
mine regularity at the hotels you
do? Well, now—”
than a little to do witli his mur
as we well know—want to set up
pounds.”
squarest nnd most obstinate of
stayed at?” he suggested.
der.
He broke off short. Somebody
in
great
style,
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rather,
they
do
Crole
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an
exclamation
of
chins
c
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and
yet
these
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“Last winter Mazaroff got hold
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set
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style.
And
the
were
not
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collectively,
astonishment.
think of this—that seems to have
of a truly magnificent diamond. I
ently, at my outer door. 1 walked
men have women—there’s Lady
“One hundred and sixty thou
the most remarkable of his fea
anything to do with your sugges liave seen tlie famous Blue Hope—
out of the room, across the little
Midas
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well
as
Sir
Gorgions.
sand
pounds!
—
for
a
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tures.
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tiling
tiiat
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’
s
eye
tion. We stayed a night at Hunt
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(To Be Continued)
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the
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immediately crystalized its impres
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reckon that Mazaroff knew all that,
"And what happened?" asked
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Maythorne. “Was the deal car
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thorne.
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allay these conditions, improve rest
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was played, and I left the seller and
him.
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neys at the first sign of disorder.
buyer talking the matter over."
We believe “a satisfied cus
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LADY ATTENDANT
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Loeke. “There was an ‘unless’
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Wm. E. Dornan & Son
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Sent it to tlie London branch of
about It."
“I thought you’d remember, Cot
that he slipped away from it, leav
his hank, to be sure. The indorse
"1 don’t think there’s much
“So there was,” admitted Sir
tingley. In what connection, now?"
ing his things behind, nnd got safe
Inc.
Samuel. "Yes, unless Armintrade
ment proves It, ton—what could he
doubt about that,” assented Crole.
“Welminster square affair. No
ly ashore—to disappear as Merchi“Well, now we'd hetter get in touch
clearer? ‘III. D. 1.' ‘Blue Diamond
had got a definite offer from some
direct connection—with him. One
s’on and reappear as Mazaroff. Now,
EAST
UNION.
ME.
One,' of course."
ROCKLAND, ME.
other customer—Armintrade, he
yvitji .these Loeke people." lie con
of our clients was in It, though.
why?”
117T-tf
“Why. ‘Blue Diamond One’?"
.said. had the first blue diamond in
Mallison—his name was In the list.
“I should say—because he want-
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HORIZONTAL
1-To remain upright
6-Substantial
11-Outpouting of
censure
13- Salty
14- Approach to a mine
15- Large moving
wagon
17- A fresh-water fish
18- Free from
19- Highest mountain
in Crete
20- Edge
21- Symbol for
tellurium
22- Wide necktie
24— Till sale (abbr.)
25- Seaport in Morocco
28-Ancient weapon
31-To allow
32- Cry of the dove
33- Pairs
35-Lithuanians
17-Musical note
38-Raw places
40-Personal pronoun
42-Mohammedan
proper name

’......... ..

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
44- A title in Portugal 16—Girl’s name
45- A resting place
22- Satisfies the
hunger of
46- To load
48- Purpose
23- Fronts
49- Turkish magistrate 26- A wing
50- A youth beloved by 27- To wager
29- Negative
Venus
30- Small bed
52-A charm
33- My lady (It.)
54- Vexes
34- Soft drink (pi.)
55- Uncloses
35- A subject or theme
for verse
VERTICAL
36- A country of Europe
37- Pertaining to the
1- 3egin
cheek
2- Neater
39-French for king
3- Dry and barren
41-Manages
a
4- Boy's name (short)
newspaper
5- A theological
j43-An object of
degree (abbr.)
worship
6-One of the
continents (abbr.) 45-Large bundle of
goods
7-Ancient
47-A compass point
8- Prevaricator
| , (abbr.)
9- To egg on
49-What the cow chews
10-Considers
51-Exists
12-To oust
53-A central State of
1
U. S. (abbr.)
jl3-To growl

FRIENDSHIP
Sliding on Cook's hill has been pro
hibited by the selectmen, O. C. Cook,
Albion Wotton and G. T. Brow.
Robert MitcheU is vis.ting relatives
in Portland.
Nelson Lash has joined the crew of
the Friendship, Capt. Cleveland Burns
at Portsmouth, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Thompson re
cently visited friends in Portland.
Theron Miller has resumed his

studies at Bentley's School of Finance
in Boston, after spending the holidavs
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bedfield Miller.
Jonas Lindsey has returned to his
home in Gouldsboro after visitir^ Mr
and Mrs.1 Floyd Simmons for several
weeks.
Preparations are being made at
Parker’s Pond by Alason E. Wotton
and Dwieht Wotton to harvest the
season’s ice.

It’s funny that people should
spend thousands of pounds in fit
ting up expeditions, to Trinidad,
Cocos, and other islands reputed
to contnin treasure, when the soil
of Great Britain hides great hoards
of gold and plate and jewels, says
a writer in London Answers.
History tells us that King John’s
treasure lies in the sand at the
edge of the Wash. It includes Ills
golden crown and a wonderful col
lection of Jewels. Another royal
treasure, that of Edward II, lies
buried in a rocky chasm in Wales,
where he hid It when he fled from
his cruel queen and her confeder
ates.
Great hoards lie bu^ed under the
ruined walls of the old baronial
castles, and much treasure was
hidden in similar fashion by the
abbots of the monasteries at the
time of the Reformation.
Buried treasure is constantly
coming to light. Not long ago a
wonderful find was made in a Peakland cave. It was a collection of
Saxon coins, along with other ar
ticles of gold and silver, burled
more than 1,000 years ago by a
Wessex king. The dates of the
coins vary from A. D. 837 to A. D.
940. The finder was Reverend G.
H. Wilson, a Methodist minister.

Scientists Puzzled by
Erratic Compass Needle
The puzzle of the deviating compnss needle remains unsolved by
scientists despite all the recent dis
coveries and explorations of the
Arctic regions.
In the United States, there ls a
crooked line beginning Just north
of Savannah, meandering across
South Carolina, North Carolina,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, Indi
ana, Michigan and passing a few
miles east of Marquette into Lake
Superior and Canada. This erratic
line, which is constantly changing,
Is tbe line of zero declination. Any
where along this line, the compass
points to the true north; every
where else in the United States it
deviates.
In San Francisco, an article in
World’s Work relates, the variation
Is 18 degrees tq the east. In New
York, the variation Is to the west
11 degrees; 10 years ago it was
10% degrees. A gradual shifting
is going on all over the earth, no
where uniformly.
A striking example of reversal of
trend Is given in the records of
Boston. In 1670 the needle In Bos
ton pointed 11 degrees west of
north. By 1785, it had moved back
and was only seven degrees west.
Then it reversed and now is 14 de
grees west and still going.
“Thaler.” and “Dollar.”

SAFE-Z
For NEURALGIA
prompt relief from HEADACHES, LUMBAGO,
COLDS,

SORE

THROATS.

NEURITIS, 'NEURALGIA,

RHEUMATISM,

ACHES and PAINS

Does not harm the heart.

BAYER

ASPIRIN
Accept only "Bayer” package which contains proven directions. Handy “Bayer”
boxes of 12 tablets. Also bottles of 2-1 and 100—All druggists.

POULTRY
WANTED
Remember by selling your Poultry to Massachusetts Live Poul
try Co. you arc selling direct to thc Slaughter House. You can al
ways get more for your Poultry. You all know what we have done
here for the last two years. We never came here in the winter
before. But ronditions make us do it. There are many farms
letting their poultry go this winter on account of the egg market
being so low. We will be up here the first two days of the week. Rain
or Shine. Leave your calls with MEDOMAK HOUSE, Waldoboro
39 and our Representative will tall on you.

MASSACHUSETTS

A rich silver mine was discov
ered in Joachimstal, Bohemia, in
1516, and in commemoration a large
number of silver coins were struck,
having the eflig.v of St. Joachim.
These were called joachimsthalers
or thalers, a name that was modi
fied to “dollar” and was applied to
other silver coins of a similar size.
Tlie Spanish dollar was current in
America before fhe Revolution and
it was natural that tills name
should be given to the coin of the
new republic. Various explanations
of the dollar sign have been sug
gested, but the most plausible one
is concerned with the design of the
old Spanish dollar. This bore on
one side a representation of two
pillars, symbolic of the Pillars of
Hercules. Our dollar sign shows
these pillars with the ribbon or
scroll interlaced.
“Joss” Corruption of Deo.?

In pidgin-English the word “joss”
Is applied to Chinese household
gods and deities, says an article In
Pathfinder Magazine. It Is believed
that the word is a corruption of
Portuguese “deos,” god, and was
applied to the household gods of
China by Portuguese sailors who
visited eastern ports during the
Sixteenth century. A Joss-house is
a temple or place of worship. The
word is used ln other religious con
nections. For instance, a Jossstick is a stick which is burned as
incense, and joss-paper is paper
containing prayers.
First American Books

It Is supposed that “Pierce’s Al
manac” was the first pamphlet pub
lished in the United States. It was
Issued in 1638 or 1639 by the Cam
bridge press, ancestor of the pres
ent Harvard University press. The
first full-sized book published in
America was Steven Raye’s “The
Whole Booke of Psalmes, Fnlthful!v Translated Into English Metre,”
Issued ln 1640 from the same press.
The Spanish in Mexico and South
America issued hooks in 1540, ex
actly one hundred years earlier.
Cotton Consumption

The average annual consumption
of cotton ln the United States was
4,911,300 running bales during the
ten years 1901-05 to 1913-14. The
average annual cotton consumption
for 1916-17 nnd 1917-18 was 6,677,000* running balps. The average
annual consumption from 1920-21
to 1929-30 was 6,303,000 bales.
Never Something for Nothing

LIVE POULTRY CO.
REVERE, MASS,
it

6-18

Compensation is one of nature’s
immutable laws. Much of life's un
happiness, and mnny of Its trngic
failures, come from the futile effort
to take something without bejng
willing to pay the price. You can't
get something for nothing.—Grit

New “T-Slot” Piston
Helps Essex Performance

Page Five

WARREN

CHILDREN

A special meeting of the selectmen
will be held next Saturday, if pleas
ant, for the purpose of paying all
outstanding bills.
Enthusiasm waxed high Saturday
when the several school teams com
peted at the new game, six hole golf
or golf pool. The names of the con
testants and their partners were,
Josef Vina!, Katherine Starrett,
Marshall White and Betty Moody;
Charles Wing and Adelaide Holt,
Leonard Cousins, all of whom
played at table No. 1. At table
No. 2, Andrew Connell, Florence
Packard; Kenneth Cousins and Elsie
Partridge; Herbert Weaver and
Vivian Cousins; Vernon Packard and
Pauline Starrett. The White team
and Weaver team won and in the
play-off the score stood 50 to 41 in
favor of Weaver. The game is
IVE million modern mothers will
steadily improving as Mr. Buber is
changing the rules to that end and
tell you that children DO cry for
ALCOHOL jwkcmc
is using colored balls to match the
Fletcher’s Castoria. For mothers always
AWteUWrlWpT^'
^
^**
colored pocket.
give a few drops of this pure vegetable
Mrs. Walter Blake of Oakland
preparation when a child has any of
joined her husband here last Fri
Thereby Promoting Di**’’"*
Uwe.Mmi
—
the symptoms that tell of sluggish
day.
nether Opium
Mineral N
N «<«««
Several new books have been added
bowels, colic, or other upsets. When tiny
to the Mathews Memorial Library,
tongues are coated and breath is bad.
as follows: Moonhill Mystery, Mrs.
When a child is restless; irritable. Always
Wilson Woodrow; Shepherds, Sheila
soothing and comforting to an infant—
I Kaye Smith; Rainbow Gold, Sara
A helplul Ben** **
yet it is effective for children in their
Leasdale; Nahatma Gandhi, his own
I Consiipai-iMiHW
l)unn»*»
andLoSSOi
fewrnhrert*-*1
story; Life and Letters of Emily DickI inulWheretrnmi"""*
’SUj* ’
teens. You never have to coax children
Sson;
Exile,
Warwick Deeping;
to take Castoria; they love its taste.
Whitefoot the Woodmouse, Thornton
Be ready for the next case of sour
Burgess; Buster Beans Twins, the
stomach, constipation, or other need for
same author; Phillippa, Anne Sedg
Castoria!
wick; Over the Hills, Jeffry Farrel;
! Sunny Boy and His Dog, Rarny
When buying look for the signature
White: Pinocchio. D. Collode; Smoky
of Chas. II. Fletcher on wrapper.
and Lone Cowboy, Will James;
Mirthful Haven, Booth Tarkington;
Poems of Emily Dickenson; River to place of Walter Blake as boss carder
SOUTH WALDOBORO
the Sea,” G. Chamberlain; Blowing in the Georges River Mills for a few
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Oldis have re
Clear,
Joseph
Lincoln;
Little days.
turned home from three weeks' visit
America, Richard Byrd; Chances,
George Starrett and daughter | with their son Edwin of Brooklyn,
Hamilton Gibbs; Heroines of the
Prairies, Sheba Hargraves; Four Annie were dinner guests Sunday of I N. Y.
(
Franklin Pitcher caught a large
Months Afoot in Spain, Harry Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Peabody.
Mrs. Bertha Ludwig and daughter , owl in his hen pen recently. It is a
Franck; Revolt in the Desert, T. E.
Lawrence; Edison, Man and His Mary of Rockland were dinner guests very handsome bird and is attracting
Work, George Byron; Creative of Mr. and Mrs . Charles Hysler lots of attention.
The local Grange held a meeting
Chemistry, Edwin Slosson; Mystic Sunday.
Isles of the South Seas, Frederick
Raymond Borneman now has the , Friday evening and officers were in
stalled for the ensuing year.
O'Brien; also White Shadows, by the telephone, 14-13.
The M. & B. Union Aid met at Mrs.
same author; Story of Philosophy,
Ernest L. Starrett,' Jr., was absent ■
One of the points of inbuilt value is cold and when it reaches operating Will Durant; Abraham Lincoln, Lord from school last week because of ill- ! Edna Turner’s Jan. 14, with 18 pres
ent. Interest in this organization does
hidden beneath the surface of temperatures. The piston is fitted! Charwood; Sunset Pass, Zane Gray, ness.
not abate and recently new members
P.W.M. Carrie Smith, assisted by
Huason-Essex cars is a new type cam with four rings at the top, the first
Miss Susie Hahn visited Mrs. Abbie liave beeil added. The next meeting
ground. T-slot piston with a solid two being oil sealed compression rings P.W.M. Alzada Simmons as marshal, Feyler at Thomaston Saturday.
will be Jan. 28, with election of offi
lower skirt, which eliminates distortion and two oil regulating rings located P.W.M. Nettie Jameson as chaplain
Mrs. A. J. Nichols and daughter cers.
at this point. The entire skirt is just above the piston pin. The lower and Avis Norwood as organist, imSanford Winchenbach has been on
ground to a special double cam shape o:l control ring is of a special step cut pressively installed the officers of Ruth and John Lermond of Rock
which scientifically provides clear design which reduces oil consumption Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., Friday evening. land were visitors Sunday of Mr. and , a trip to Eoston and New York, part
of the time traveling by airplane.
The list of appointed officers were, Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
ance at all pSlnts when the piston to the veriest minimum.—adv
A large number from this section
Abbie J. Newbert, marshal; Adah,
Word has been received here of the
Constance MacPhail; Ruth. Laura birth, Jan. 18. of a son to Mr. and attended the basketball game Wed
nesday evening at Medomak Athletic
Brackett; Esther, Nettie Jameson; Mrs. George Pote at Boston.
WALDOBORO
ROUND POND
: Martha, Esther Starrett; Electa, BerArthur Sawyer and Sidney Osier
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vinal were hall, played between the local team
Mrs. B. G. Milier and Miss Mary nice Jameson; warder, Emma Wyllie. expected to arrive from Arlington. and the All American College Girls’
are at home while the boat on which
team. These girls are touring the
they are employed is tied up at Perth Miller have been pacsir.g a fev, days Officers unable to be installed on that Mass., Monday, called by the death of State, challenging all teams of either
in Boston.
date, organist, Carrie Smith; chap- their aunt Mrs. Martha E. Miller.
Amboy, N. J.
sex. A spirited game was played here
Mr. Tibbetts of New Harbor has re
Mrs. Nellie Overlock entertained the !T.ni..^aT..?.raCe
but the iocal team won.
cently completed plumbing for a Susannah Wesley Society Monday eve Harvey Buber; associate patron,
Chester Wyllie. (The elected officers
bathroom in the residence of Harding ning at her home.
NOTICE!
...
„
. . .
..
were published in a previous issue).
PORT CLYDE
Carter, who has a'so installed a new
M'ss Margaret Ashworth was in Mfs. A,bert E MacPhai, favored Price of Children’s Haircuts up to 15
Friends of Mrs. Ada Ingerson are
furnace in his home.
Rockland Saturday.
years
of
age
with the soprano solos, “In the Garsorry to learn of her accident and
The senior class of Eristol High
35 CENTS
Marshall Hodgk' j of Worcester is den Of Tomorrow" and “Star of the
hope for favorable reports. Mrs. InSchool gave their play in Union hall,
Effective Until April 1
visiting
his
grandparents,
Mr.
and
East,
”
accompanied
by
Grace
Wyllie.
girson was a former resident of this
South Bristol, Jan. 16.
First
Class
Workmanship
'A duet, “Whispering Hope," was
place and is spending the winter with
Capt. Martin Leeman is confined to Mrs. R. L. Benner.
Mrs. J. V. Eenner was hostess to the ' pleasingly rendered by Mrs. Fred
her son in Jamaica Plain, Mass.
the house by illness.
Nicholas
Anzalone
Mrs. Maynard Gardner is in Knox
Frank Gorham has a new Ford Bridge Club and Mrs. W. C. Flint the Butler and Mrs. Marie Snow
THOMASTON
Worthy Matron Carrie Butler pre
Auction Club last week.
Hospital where she is recovering from
sedan.
an operation for appendicitis.
Bert Steer, Emery Richards, Perley
Germania Lodge, I.O.O.F., and sented the installing officers with
Miss Julia Hawthorne of Wiley’s
Fossett and Henry Chamberlain have Good Luck Rebezah Lodge attended attractive gifts in behalf of the
Older.
Following the ceremonies
Corner spent the weekend with Miss
harvested their Ice.
appropriate remarks were made by
Esther Seavey.
Mrs. Gladv^favo'e is in Florida Sunday morning.
Rev. Mr. Holt, Rev. Mr. Welch, ClarFriends of Mrs. Alice Marshall and
.'or the winter with Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Mrs. Cora McLain is in Eoston
_ „
ience Madden Jr., and Frank D.
Miss Edith Gillmore, formerly of this
Nash of Damariscotta.
Tne Boston Post ol Jan. 17 con- rowc Miss Tena McCallum and
and now living in South Hiram,
Mrs. Eugenia Fossett who furnished
homey place
tained notice of the death of Frances , Mrs. Elbert Starrett gave two very
will be interested to know that they
'ransportat’on to the scholars of E„
widow of A.fred H. Rockwell, for- ■ entertaining readings.
readings. Lunch
Lunch was
_ 7Ae Reliable family
UVZCfTAR are <Th an automobile trip to St.
Lower Round Pond last fall is again merly
of Washington, which occurred served ln the dining room by the
Cough syrup compound Petersburg where they expect to
conveying them this term.
Friday at the home of her daughter, committee.
spend the winter.
A Florida street scene representing Mrs. Cora E. Batterfield in Winthrop,
OVER IOO MILLIOH B0TTI.ES USED
Albert Elgar returned to Hillsboro,
Mrs. Maud Anthony entertained the
beautiful palm trees received ex Mass. Mrs. Rockwell will be remem
sewing circle Wednesday afternoon.
pressed greetings from Mr. and bered in this town as a frequent guest N. H., last Friday after taking the
Mrs. H.
H. Chamberlain, St. at the home of the late Mrs. Fannie
Petersburg. Mr. Chamberlain has re Kennedy Wyman.
, i
cently been elected president of the
Funeral services for Mrs. Myra E
Maine Society. George Hal! of North
east Harbor is vice president. Meet But kett were held in the Baptist
ings are held every two weeks and a Charch Thursday afternoon, Rev.
drive is being made for new members. George W. Collins officiating. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William Prentice re Burkett is survived by her husband.
John Burkett; two sons, Millard and
cently motored to Portland.
Harold; her mother, Mrs. Etta Cream
er; a brother, Melvin Creamer, and
EAST UNION
I two sisters, Miss Sadie Creamer and
The school at this place taught bv Mrs. Lena Paine of Brant Rock, Mass.
Mrs.! Merle Messer had an unusual , Her body was placed in the receiv'ecord for the fall term of 15 weeks. ! ing tomb at the German cemetery.
There was no tardiness for the en
These officers were elected by Wi
tire term and of the 20 pupils the wurna Chapter, O.E.S.: W. M.. Sace
following 10 were not absent: Doro Weston; W. P., Harold Flanders; A.
thy Morton, Hope Brown, Donald M„ Gladys Eailey; A. P., A. L. Shorev:
Hilt, Shirley Morton, Earl Layr. Al- See., Ida Stahl; Treas.. Rena Crowell;
'reda Young. Alice Layr, Philip Cond., Frances Genthner; A. Cond..
Morton. Harold Layr and Hazel Rubv Bridges; finance committee. A.
Young. Of the other pupils Wood- L. Shorey, Esther Shorey, Emma
'ow Gould was absent but one half Bailey; trustee. Isabel Labe.
lav, and Geraldine Gould, William
Kearly, Martha Gould, Carl Jones
ROCKVILLE
and Barbara Morton but one day.
This school is now entering upon thc
Miss Ada Pettingill who has been
cew year, manifesting the same usual
nterest both by teacher and pupils. spending a few weeks with her
I mother Mrs. Annie Bucklin returned
to Skowhegan Wednesday to resume
nursing.
TIE. ANCIENTS
Miss Mabel Oxton has been visiting
friends in Camden for a few days.
Believe!) the
" - XT
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Butler
LINES OF THE
and children. William and Doris, of
Palm of THE.
the West Meadow read, Rockland,
were guests Wednesday of Mr. and
KanD indicated .
It IS Dodge Brother* belief that the best
offering cars so obviously advanced in char
Mrs. Dana A. Sherer.
CHW?AclEf? ANO FUTURE
Mrs. Karl Packard, Mrs. F. W.
Robbins, Mrs. William Clinton and
way to stimulate business is to offer the public
acter, yet remaining at traditional Dodge levels
Mrs. Jason Packard attended the
Jolly Twelve Club meeting at Mrs. A
more for its dollars — to meet the desire for
in price, Dodge feels that it is acting in the
B. Packard’s, Glencove, Thursday
afternoon, with Mrs. Packard and
higher living standards hy giving real aJMrs. Fred Leach as hostesses. Mrs.
true spirit of American
Jason Packard was the guest of
honor.
vancements without increase in cost. 000 The
the value which results is
Wednesday evening Mr. and Mrs.
John Ranlett attended the Spanish
Rare
new Dodge Six and Eight are hetter cars,
War Veterans’ Auxiliary banquet
Riding Comfort
which was sumptuously served by
New Dodge Six . • . .
Manley Perry. The State president
not cheaper cars. They represent a great
Hudson-Essex comfort
Mrs. Iva Smith and two flag bearers
is not limited to the
of Augusta were present. Mrs.
New Dodge Eight . • .
stride forward in beauty, size, comfort and
elimination of road
Smith addressed the party in a de
shocks. It includes
lightful way. She was presented
power. And they are built with the firm conStandard Dodge Six • •
with a casserole from the auxiliary
smoother motors, si
ladies. Following the banquet ail
lent bodies and con
attended the Spanish War Veterans'
viction that the most important thing about a
venient controls. Think
Standard Dodge Eight
•
•
$1095 to
installation at American Legion hall,
of such Rare Riding
which had one of the largest at
All prices f. o.
factory
motor car is that it he a good motor car. 000 In
Comfort at these
tendances of the season. Ice cream,
cake and coffee were served.
low prices! Ask your
• • • •
Hudson-Essex dealer
School Notes
to demonstrate.
Norma and Arlene Robbins have
registered at the village school mak
ing an enrollment of 23 now.
Barbara Castner and Raymond
Gardner were neither absent nor
lardy during the last term.
The pupils are much pleased with
a picture of "Old Ironsides," U. S.
Frigate Constitution, presented to
'hem by Supt. Toner.
Raymond Gardner is serving as
All prices F. O. B. Deuuit
janitor during the winter term.
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DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

54 PARK ST.

TEL, 124
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Mother Nature Provides
Protection for Insects
Mrs. Virginia Daniels left for Ev- 1
erett. Mass., Saturday morning to '
visit a few days with her niece Mrs. ■
Edgar French, then going on to Dorcb’ster to spend the remainder of
me winter with Mrs. Carrie Fuller.
The crew finished laying thc ce
ment on the bridge at South Warren
Saturday. The work of removing
the staging and other material used
in the construction of the bridge will
begin soon.
A joint installation of the officers
of Arcana Lodge. K. of P. and May
flower Temple. P. S.. will be held at
K. of P. hall next Friday evening. It,
will be private.
The Thursday evening meeting at
the Baptist Church this week w.ll be
omitted to enable members of the
church to attend the quarterly meet- i
ing of Lincoln Association at the j
First Baptist Church, Rockland.
Thursday, day and evening.
Mrs. Ernest Gray spent the week
end at home.
Mrs. Herbert White who visited her
aunt Miss M. J. Watts over Sunday
returned Monday to Boston.
Two games of basketball will be
played at Andrews Gymnasium Jan.
22—Rockland vs. Thomaston.
Oscar Hodgkins paid his usual
weekend visit to Thomaston Satur
day.
Misses Corinne and Arietta Ma .1
loncy spent the weekend in Pleasant ■
)

Point.

Many animals, birds, fish and In
sects are shaped and colored by
nature in such a way as to protect
them from their enemies. This
marvelous provision is seen nt its
best in some new groups of stick
insects and leaf insects which re
cently arrived at the zoo. The
stick insects have come from the
East Indies, and they are of a light
greenish-brownish color, measuring
from 2 Indies to 4 or 6 Inches in
length. They are very thin, nnd
they are so much like tiny twigs
or sticks that it is almost Impossi
ble to distinguisli them from their
surroundings. They imitate the
twigs exactly, folding their slender
legs elose to their bodies, and hang
ing from the smaller branches just
like leafless stalks, Isuif insects
are ef a bright green tint, and are
shaped exactly like leaves, their
wings being folded over one anoth
er and marked with veins. Even
their six legs are shaped like small
er leaves; and as they hunt among
the folinge of trees for the smaller
Insects they feed upon, they are
quite safe from the birds, which
think they are merely leaves,—Lon
don Answers.

-------------------- f
Pilgrims Attracted to
Historic Swiss Church
The wanderer In the heart of
the “Franconian Switzerland" sees
from afar the two towers of the
“Church of the Pictures of the
Holy Trinity,’’ which celebrated
Its two hundredth anniversary re
cently. It ls one
the most fa
mous goals of pilgrims in Europe.
For two centuries these have been
coming to pray before its wonder
working picture of the Virgin.
Most of the pilgrims still wear the
costumes of an earliei day. When
one of the Franciscan monks of the
church dies the body is tied to a
hoard and carried through Gossweinstein before being placed in a
small niche in a catacomb-like cave
dug into a cliff. The place In Gosswelnsteln is said to have served
Richard Wagner ns a model for
the Gralshurg ln “Parsifal."

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Woodbury
and son visited Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Achorn Sunday.
Mrs. Walter Currier entertained at
bridge Saturday evening. Mr. and
Mrs. William Smith, Mrs. George Lud
wig. Mrs. Burlingame of Att ebaro.
Mass., Mrs. Clifford Clark, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Smith. To Mrs. Ludwig
went first prize and Mrs. Burlingame
received the guest prize. The men
played cribbage.
,
The meeting of the Beta Alpha
Club which was postponed because of .
the storm, will te held I rs "its- •
day evening in the Bapt st vestry.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smalley of Ten- I
ant's Harbor were in town Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Whitney
Hathorn of Fillmore. Calif., announce
the marriage of their daughter Alice
Irene to Ernest Hickox. Jan. 11. At
Youth’s Zestful Day
home after Feb. 1. Mr. Hathorn was
The zest of life does not endure
a former resident of Thomaston but
has been in California for a long time. forever. The days of pursuit pass
Miss Mabelle Brown and niece. Miss and the days of reflection come, and
Bettv Brown, spent Saturday in Port- , the man who has singing tbrougii
his memory what is noble and stir
land.
ring, who can turn with joy and
Thc Baptist ladies’ circle meets relief
to those perpetual friends of
Wednesday, with supper at 6 o'clock. his bookshelves,
has laid up for
A program in charge of Miss Gladys himself true riches. It is a great
Doherty will follow the supper.
tldng for anyone that, before being
Mrs. Matie Spalding is spending a plunged into the exacting work of
few days in Camden with her son Ids life, he should have had time in
Wallace and family.
which to make himself familiar
Knox County's quota in the Red with some of the great things ln
Cross drought relief campaign is his own history and literature, and
$3200 and Red Cross headquarters with actings of deep minds on prob
ask£ immediate contributions. Funds lems where tlie search is the re
may be sent to the Red Cross fund, ward.—Principal It. Bruce Taylor.
care The Courier-Gazette.
♦ ♦ • #
Summer-leu Year
Important Business Transaction
Tlie
year
1816 Is popularly
A business deal that is attracting
attention is the purchase by Capt. known as “the year without a sum
Arthur J. Elliot of his brothers, mer.” Of course this term is a
Richard O. Elliot and Frank D. Elliot, misnomer and is not to be taken
of their share in the property on literally. But in the northern
there were frosts in every
Water street which they had owned states
month of the year, and similar ad
together. It consists of a shipyard, verse
weather conditions prevailed
sail-loft and shop used as store in Great
Britain, France, Spain,
house, and the wharf and buildings Ifaly, and other parts of Europe.
on it used for storage of coal, also Data collected by the weather bu
the store at the foQUof Wadsworth reau, however, show that the worst
street.
features of this summer were exag
Capt. Elliot will associate with gerated by writers, and only a few
himself his two sons EdwarcTand Al of the less hardy crops and plants
bert Elliot. They will do business suffered from the cold during tlie
under the firm name of Dunn & summer of 1S1G.
Elliot Co. The original company con
sisted of Thomas W. Dunn and
George Elliot, whose activity in the
Lost!
building of vessels had a large part
The minister having failed to ap
in the prosperity of the town. Ed pear at the hour for service at a
ward and Albert Elliot have had ad church In a Highland glen, one of
vantages that qualify them for carry the elders, a sheep farmer, entered
ing on the business in which they the pulpit to conduct the service.
will engage. The new deal will be
He got through the preliminary
effective Feb. 1. It is a fine thing for exercises
without mishap, and then
the town that these young men are gave out tlie
text: “I am the good
to locate here. Success to them.
shepherd." Three times lie repeat
♦ ♦ * *
ed the words “I am the good shep
Nurse Association Card Party
herd,” but could proceed no further,
“No, no, Donald, you better comp
The card party given at th» High
School assembly hall last Friday | doon," said a member seated In a
cv ning for the benefit of the Nurse front pew; “you’re just a common
Association proved a very successful sheep like one of ourselves,”
event both socially and financially.
The mm was attractively decorated
Too Prolonged an Experiment
with cv rgreen trees and baskets of
pine, ant: the occasion was made
Somerset Maugham, playwright
more enjoyable and festive by the and novelist, says that the wittiest
musical program presented by the after-dinner speech he has ever
High Schoo, orchestra under th? di heard was made by an American
rection of Mi: Alcada Hall. Warm at a London dinner party. To the
praise was hear'! on all sides for the visitor had been allotted the toast
excellent perform mee of this orches of “The Ladies.” He began by
wing that a distinguished man of
tra which is organized as follows:
Misses Phyllis Bi co. Hazel Harris. letters had suggested tiiat marriage
Eloise Dunn. Ru 11 Morgan, Law should be on the basis of a seven
rence Carroll, viola : Miss Evange years’ lease, renewable at the op
line Paquin, saxo). one;
Ralph tion of both parties.
Followed a pause. Then—with
Davis, ’cello; Thomas Sweeney,
drums; Miss Janice I sbury and sad deliberation:
Malcolm Creighton, piano o
“Now, gentlemen, seven years
There were ten tables
progres
is a very long time."—Kansas City
sive auction, one of pivot u. one of Times.
contract, and* one of cribb
Prizes
were awarded as follows: Mi Elea
nor Seeber. pound cake; Mr Lilia
Reversing the Route
Elliot, salted nuts; Mrs. Cora Cur
Two workmen were having a
rier. hand painted basket Mrs. quiet chat.
Georgia Robinson, homemade r. "Who's that chap over there in
mels; Miss Harriet Dunn, box
the blue overalls?" asked Ted of
fudge; Mrs. Lucy Clark, hand deco liis companion.
rated cards. At the contract tab’.i
“That’s the boss' son. He's work
correespondence cards went to Mrs. ing as a laborer,” came the reply.
Ella Dunn; at cribbage. candy.
“I see,” ventured Ted; "starting
Charles Starrett, and at the pivoting a’ ihe bottom and working his way
table, playing cards, Mrs. Elizabeth up."
Dunn. The net proceeds were about
replied his companion.
$40. The association expresses appre “He arted at the top and they
ciation of the generous help, of many pushed Lim down!”
friends, thc indispensable service of
the ticket sellers, several gifts of
money, and the donation by individu
Habit the Cable-Tow
als of practical;/ all the prizes.
Habit has been well described as

NOTICE!
Ice of Children’s Haircuts up to 15
years of age
’ 35 CENTS
Effective Until April 1
First Class Workmanship

Nicholas Anzalone
THOMASTON

a cable, weaving only a thread at a
time, but at last so strong that it
cannot easily i„. broken. Eliminate
in yourself every weak and unde
sirable habit.
Take a determined
stand for everything which en
larges and ennobles yojir life. Re
solve to live your highest possible
life where you tire today.
Take
-lock of your habit s.
Character
eomes from repeated choice.

MACHINE ICE THREATENS
MAN WITH DESTRUCTION

Portland, Maine
Quality Work,
Family Washings
Called For and Delivered
Parcel Delivery Service

The earliest record of the art of
printing in the city of Edinburgh is
the grant of a patent by King
.Tames IV during the year 1507 to
Walter Chapman and Andro M.vllar,
whose printing press began to op
erate about 1508.

Should We Eat the Foods We Like ?
Colgate Scientists Probe For Answer

New York.—Has man a chance
to survive the machine age he has
created? Or Is he changing his
physical world so rapidly that he
will be annihilated as were the
saber-toothed tiger and the mas
todon?
Raymond Rlaine Fosdick, writer
on political nnd social problems
nnd a brother of Rev. Harry Emer
son Fosdick, declares tiiat unless
the social sciences are advanced to
a place of equality with physics,
chemistry and biology, there isn’t
much hope.
“We have utilized onr growing
acquaintance with the laws of na
ture to harness new forces and
transform the physical world about
us, but the scientific study of the
human being, of the springs of Ids
conduct, and of human relations,
has not been pushed with anything
like the same eagerness, and witli
little of the same technique," Mr.
Fosdick says In Golden Book Mag
azine.
"In spite of his new weapons and
of liis increased powers, man him
self remains ns lie was and al
ways has been—irrational. Impul
sive, emotional, Inherently conserv
ative to change, hound by customs
and traditions which he will not
analyze, the victim of age-old con
ventions nnd prejudices.
“Except for a certain urljanity.
the good nature and good temper
of the herd, modern man Is prob
ably not far removed from liis
paleolithic ancestors. Science has
exposed this paleolithic savage,
masquerading in modern dress, to
a sudden shift In environment
which threatens to unbalance liis
brain."
Among current Ideas that must
he scrutinized and revalued, Mr.
Fosdick says, are flip conceptions
of patriotism nnd of industry.
“Once patriotism was a unifying
force that brought order among
small conflicting groups," he de
clares. “Today, in tlie world-wide
society of mankind. It has become
a disintegrating force."
He believes Industry has upset
the scale of human values, for it
no longer Is one element of life, but
the whole of life. “Industry was
made for man, not man for indus
try." he says.
Mr. Fosdick sees the way out in
"a fundamental reappraisal of
things that have hitherto been re
garded as more or less sacrosanct”
and in a public opinion “conscious
of the growing disproportion of
civilization and eager to encourage
creative work in the sphere of hu
man relationships.”

First Illustrated Book *
Is Found in England
London.—One of the heads of a
firm of English booksellers has re

cently discovered the first Illus
trated book, ever printed In Eng
land. It is the Maehlinia, “Book
of Hours.” and ls stated to be
wortli $100,000.
x
William De Machilinn was Lon
don's first printer to use wood
blocks for Illustrations and this
volume was issued from*his second
printing press near I leet bridge in
ihe middle of the Fifteenth cen
tury.
Although fragments of the “Book
of Hours" have been found from
time to time in the bindings of old
books, no one ever suspected it
was illustrated. The volume con
sists of 100 vellum pages and liis
illustrations portraying the meet
ing of the Virgin and Elisabeth, the
holy family at Bethlehem, the pre
sentation at the temple, the wor
ship of the Magi, the massacre of
the innocents, the shepherds, the
last Judgment and the crucifixion.
Tlie find is particularly interest
ing because these first-line draw
ings may be said to be the founda
tion from which all picture repro
ductions have their origin. It is
thought that tlie book may go to
America.

71,000 Indian Children
Being Educated by U. S.
Washington.—With tlie opening
of school this year 71.000 Indian
children throughout the United
States enrolled for classes.
Of this number, 38,000 are in
public schools, the remainder being
educated at government schools lo
cated on the various reservations,
and at missions and private Insti
tutions in the country.
Approximately 5,600 children are
living at their homes and attend
ing government day schools on the
reservations. These schools are
largely for smaller children and
constitute the first step in the edu
cation of the Indian child. Board
ing school is the next step, where,
at the expense of the federal gov
ernment, a more advanced training
ls given.
The 71,000 Indian children now
being educated in United States
schools represent those who are
physically and mentally able to
receive learning. An effort Is be
ing made to enroll the remainder,
about 9,000, who are either mar
ried, ill, or defective.

Wheat Production
in Brazil Increases
Rio Janeiro.—Wheat production
in Brazil is increasing rapidly, offi
cial statistics reveal.
In 1929 Brazil exported 21,567,223
kilos, valued at 6,000 contos, as
compared to only 1,575,011 kilos in
1928, valued at approximately 446
contos.
The opening of a Corn Products
Refining company plant In the
state of Sao Paulo offers that state
a new outlet for its wheat which
now totals about 20,000,000 sacks
of 60 kilos each. The corn prod
ucts plant has a daily capacity of
1,000 sacks,
Slept on Railroad

London.—A

friendly magistrate
discharged William Simpson, unem
ployed salesman, who bought a
penny ticket on the district railway
and rode for hours in order to get
a good sleep.

Eggs and Chicks

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted ^nce for 25
cents, 3 times for 50 cents. Additional
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 eenls
for three times. Six words make a line.

Lost and Found

Fosdick Says Unlesi Social Sciences
Advance With Other Sciences,
There's Little Hope.

Old Printing Patent

GLOBE LAUNDRY

Walter Dorgan, Tei. 106R
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LOdT—Ian. 16 ln the Security Trust
Co., black unllncd purse containing
money. Please return to F. S., CourierGazette.
0*11
LOST -Between Standard Oil plant and
BAFY CHIX. WYLLIE’S STRAIN S C.
O’d County road. Jan. 13. envelope with R. I. Reds. Bred for eggs, type and color,
$24 and name 'F. J. COTTON.’’ Reward. state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20
per hundred, postpaid for March until
15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
r hundred Safe arrival guaranteed.
Wanted
H. WYLLIE A EON Thomaston,
WANTED—Experienced farm hand. Maine. Route 1. Phone Warren 10-C.1-tf
‘ References required. R. E. CUTTING,
Warren. Me. Tel. 3-3.______________ 9*11
S. C. R. I. REDS-Baby chicks from
utility stock. Maine accredited.
WANTED -kitchen help to work few standard
use the Jamc way Incubator-hatcher,
hours each day PARK STREET CAFE Wc
famous
for
Its healthy, husky chicks.
AND SEA GRILL, Rockland. See Mr.
make healthy, productive hens. 22c
Perry.____________________________ 9-11 They
each; 500. 20c e«cti: 1000 or more 18c
WANTED—Skates to sharpen. We each. E. C. TEAGUE. Warren. Tel.
sharpen them while you wait, and sharp 13-42
5-tf
en them right. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
408 Main St., Rockland.
9-25
WANTED—Burroughs adding machine
For Sale
in good condition at a reasonable price.
Write The Courier-Gazette, care F. W. L.
FOR SALE—1928 Chevrolet motor,
8-10 radiator and battery. W. L. VINAL. 500
WANTED—Position as housekeeper in Old County raod.
9*11
small family or care of scml-tnvalid.
turner
MABELLE P CRONE. Rockport. Tel.
8611.
8*lt used one night. Cost $7 95. sell for $5.
B J. POWERS. Pleasant Gardens. City.
WANTED—Gentleman boarder, student
9*11
preferred. Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or
call 163-M.
7-tf
FOR SALE—Pure bred holsteln bull calf,
of Dutchland Konlgen WlWANTED—At once to complete a col grandson
Lad. .Price reasonable
J. D.
lection one purple and one blue whiskey nana
Hope. Me. Tel Lincolnville,
flask. Must be 100 years old or over. PEASE,
12-19.
9-fl
Will pay $50 lor either. BOX 431. Rock
land, Me.
7-9
FOR SALE—Kitchen range oil burn
6c
WANTED-Gas stationary engine, from ers et reduced prices. DONAHUE9*14
15 to 20 h. p. TEL 277-W. or write Box RANLETT Tel. 1033 Rockland
443. Rockland.
7*12
FOR SALE—1927 Buick Standard 6.
Sedan. A-l condition Terms
WANTED—Woman for house work In Four-door
or trade. ROLAND B. PAYSON. East
family of one. Call at 157 MIDDLE ST.
Union. Tel Union 10-2.
9*11
6-tf
FOR
SALE
-Potatoes
$1
bushel
at
WANTED—Position as housekeeper by
$1.10 delivered. TEL. 333, 23 Park
middle aged American widow, good home house.
St.,
opp.
Rockland
Oarage
8-10
and small pay. Best of references. BOX
25. Washington. Me.
5*10
FOR SALE—Portable Singer sewing
machine, practically new. Very reason
able price. PHONE 704 .
8-10
FOR SALE—Late 1930, 8erles 57. five
passenger Buick sedan. Like new. low
mileage privately owned. TEL. Thom
aston 200.,
8-10
FOR SALE—One set Fairbanks plat
form scales, double beam. 600 lb ca
pacity. Reconditioned and guaranteed
correct; one nlnq foot show case, glass
and mirrors. In first-class condition, one
10-foot panelled counter, one 8>a foot
panelled counter; tne counter platform
Oreb Hubbel, a Colgate student. Is shown above having his “taste
scales
tn first-class condition R. B MA
reactions” recorded. The tubes are attached to the Kymograph ma
GUNE 700 Main St . Rockland. Tel.
chine (below) which chalks up a “hunger record” and the extent to
315-W
8-10
which a cream puff makes his mouth water. Dr. Laird is shown watch
FOR SALE—Tlie Frank A. Robbins
ing the results.
homestead at Simonton's Corner, con
taining about 1 acres Just the place
tions which we hope to answer the eater and the process of diges
for poultry farming. Slightly sloping
land with southern exposure Also 37
tion. Through this instrument it
through research.”
acres of wood land back of Hosmer's
“Sweetness, for instance,” Dr. is possible to set a standard for
Pond. Some timber. Apply R B. MA
tf It may be a small run or GUNE. 700 Main St. Tel. 315-W. Rock
Laird continues, “is an almost uni the intensify,of taste of all sweet,
land or residence 587. Camden.
8-10
versally liked flaaier. Past research sour, salt and bitter foods, and to
a half a million impressions
in our laboratories has shown that answer the question as to just how
FOR SALE—Eight tons good nay, $10
. . . leaflets, folders, broch ton; also soft wood. Right price and quick
sweet foods are one of the best sweet, sour, salt or bitter various
service. HARRY GOODWIN, Box 55.
sources of quick energy. The re foods in these groups are.
8*10
ures, catalogues, blotters, Warren, Me

r

Taste For Savory Morsels
Psychologically Sound
Is Theory

HOW sour is a sour ball?

How sweet is a sugar plum?
Scientists in the laboratories of
Colgate. University hav© turned
their searchlights on these two
questions, among others, as the
first step in their investigation to
determine the best guide to health
ful eating.
Working on the theory that foods
which please the eye and palate
are an aid to digestion, the labora
tories, under the direction of Dr.
Donald A. Laird, Director of the
Department of Ps> chology, have al
ready begun a check-up, using
members of the student body as
human guinea pigs.
As a basis for the investigation.
Dr. Laird points out that food
fads, which have flourished in re
cent years, have kept thousands of
persons from eating foods they
really liked and wanted.
“The tendency has been,” ac
cording to Dr. Laird, "to consider
human beings as machines, func
tioning on proteins, fats, carbohy
drates and other chemical ele
ments. Whether human likes and
dislikes—the taste of foods rather
than their chemical make-up—are
not the best general guides to
healthful eating, is one of the ques-

search which lies before us may
further prove the sound basis for
a liking for sweets, by showing that
sweetness is an excellent guide to
the foods we need for general good
health.”
A unique scale, known as a
“taste thermometer" has been
constructed in the laboratory as
one of the devices called into play
to measure the degree to which the
taste of foods affects the moid of

Other instruments carefully re
cord the contractions of the stom
ach, shov -g how that important
part of the body reacts to types of
foods. From these record!, Dr.
Laird hopes to show the impor
tance of a psychologically sound
diet, emphasizing the need for con
sideration of taste, odor aniT"ap
pearance along with the chemical
make-np of foods served on the
family table.
.

letterheads, handbills or
what have you ? . . . What
ever the job
—We Do It Right!

Ihe Courier - Gazette

MlCK,E SAYS-

class Saturday evening at his Commercial street home. This class is
Herbert Wellman has moved h organized under the name of the
C
eie GERTIE
OUH PRINT SHOP STUDIO IS
,
family from Thomaston into the A - "Boys' Brotherhood" and at this
ALWAYS 6USU DOIkJG ARTISTIC
thur Packard house on Union street , gathering these officers were elected:
n VIOLENT VlflBD
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider enter- steward Rhodes, -president; Warren
PRINTIUG, AUD ALWAYS GLAD
tained at cards Friday evening. Mr. v^all. vice preside:^: Evans Grant,
TO DO MORE WHAT IT TAKES
and Mrs Russell Staples. Mr and secretary and treasurer.
Others
TO DO ARTISTIC PRIUT1WG ,
Mrs. Earl Davis. Miss Helen Small, present were David Grant, Leroy
WE SOT, MEAkJtWG TMPE, I UK,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Wotton of M00n. Charles Dow, Eddie Whitten.
RAPER, PRESSES AMD TWE
Rockland.
Games were played and ice cream
Pupils of the various schools in and cake served and a very jolly evetown are greatly pleased with the \ ning was the report,
npicture of Old Ironsides. U. S. Frigate ■ Mrs. Mabel Withee and Mrs. Allen 1
Constitution, presented by Supt E. Gardner of Rockville motored to AuL. Toner.
gusta Sunday to sperd the day as
Mrs. Letta Dean of Camden is p.t i guests of Mr. and Mis. Bertram ,
the home of her brother Z L. Gardner.
Knight for an indefinite stay.
The basketball team of Eastern State t
A school band has recently been Normal School, of which two Rock- !
organized under thc leadership of port boys, Lloyd Rhode; and MayClarence Fish and includes pufils of nard Graffam are membcis, went to
the grades, grammar and high Farmington Friday where in the eve-!
schools. Membership is as follows:— ning they played against the Normal)
Earle Achorn. Alden Dow, Byron School team of that town. They were
Rider, trombones; Douglas Davis, chaperoned by Pete Robinson, a forLcroy Moon, Edwin Annis, Chesley mer principal of Rockport grammar1
Cripps. Brainerd Thurston, trumpets; ■ school. On their return Saturday |
John
Annis,
Harvey
Crockett, they made a brief call on Mr. Rhodes'
Charles Dow, mellephones; Weston mother, Mrs. C. E. Rhodes, who is ill.
Arey, Donald Hamalainen, bass
rpj,e gatur(jay Club was entertained
horns, David
Hamalainen. alto iast wec^ by Mrs. Lida Champney al
horn, Franklin Clough. Steward ^er home on West street.
“It’s a nutty idea—being con
Rhodes, saxophones; Dorothy Nutt,
Mrs Mildred Rhoues is substituting fined for no reason at all."
George Hall, clarinets; Verc Crock- at yle west Rockport school during
ett. baritone horn; Maurice Miller, the serious illness of the teacher. Miss
Alvenus Cross, drums. This move- ' Carrie Drink-water
ment will tend to create more inter- ; ‘The Twentieth Century Club w.l
est among the young people along meet next Friday afternoon at thc
musical lines and as an inducement hc;ne of Mrs. Mellic Magune. with
WHAT’S YZRONG AND WHERE?
to this end one year of free instruc- Mrs. Nellie Morton as hostess. These
tion will be given any beginner pur- p-pers wm be given: “The People ol
chasing an instrument.
Egypt." Mrs. Blanche Ellsworth;
Mr and Mrs.. David Upton of “Abraham In Egypt. With Eketch ol
Camden were dinner guests Friday ; His Lite," Mrs. F. F. Fowle.
r
tt
a°d ^rS William M.
a meeting of the Lincoln AsscciaCroc*c®“; tion will take place next Thursday at
Miss Ruth Upham, who suffered I {.he First Baptist Church, Rockland
a relapse several days ago. is now re- ujth sessions beginning at 10 a. m.,
ported as slightly improving.
1.30 and 7 p. m. It is expected tha
Harry MacDonald is home from a large delegation will attend from
New York for a short stay with his the Rockport and West Rockport
family.
Baptist Churches.
Irving Fields has bought the small
Some good basketball plaving was
house owned by James Miller, near witnessed by those attending the
the residence of Mrs. Lettie Fogg, i game at Town hall gym Friday eve
Mechanic street and will occupy it.
j ning when the R.H.S. girls' and toys'
Mm. C. E. Rhodes is very ill at her teams faced the teams from Lincoln
home on Commercial street.
Academy. The girls' game was conIn the High School an orchestra > sidered one of the best ever played
has been formed with Maurice Mil in the new gym. The resulting jeare
ler. drum; Bernice Nutt, violin: Keith was 20 to 17 in favor of Rockport.
Crockett, clarinet: Vere Crockett. The Rockport boys pu„ up a good
baritone horn; Dorothy Nutt, pianc. - game, but they were outclassed by
This organization made its initial Lincoln, the score in this game being
appearance at Town hall Friday eve- ! Lincoln 57, Rockport 13.
ning when following the basketball
* * # •
gagne, they rendered several selec
Edward
R. Noyes
tions which were much enjoyed.
The community was shocked upon j
Fred Partridge has rented the Andrew Morton house and will occupy I learning of the sudden death of Ed
it for the remainder of the winter. " ; ward R. Noyes, 58, whic.i occurred
A very interesting meeting of thc early Saturday morning at h's hom Farm Bureau was held Thursday at on Union street, from a heart attack
the Baptist vestry, with the Simon- following several weeks' i.lne::; of!
ton unit as special guests. Miss Jessie rheumatic fever. Mr. Noyes had been j
Lawrence, home demonstration agent a resident of this town for several
was also present. A baked bean din years, and had been extensively enner was served at noon with 17 mem ga;ed in t le antique business. He
bers seated at the tables. This was leaves a widow, one son by a former
the annual business meeting and marriage, and sue sons and, seven
these officers were elected: Christie daughters by his second marriage.
Whitney, chairman; Erlene Davis. i Funeral services were held at the
secretary; Marie Bisbee, Food project -Tiome Monday, Rev. F. F. Fowle officileader; Annie Spear, clothing; Nina ating. and the remains were taxed i
Carroll, home management; Marion : this Tuesday morning by H. B. Eowes
Richards, committee in charge of undertaker, to Sullivan, former home
next “planning meeting." The work of the deceased, where services will I
was outlined for the year and a pro- be held at the church and interment l
gram of unusual interest arranged, made in the family lot.
Mrs. Florence McKinney and
Regular meeting of Harbor Light'
How good ara you at finding mistakes? The artist hat Intentionally
daughter Roberta were guests Friday Chapter will be held this evening
made several obvious ones in drawing the above picture. Some of them
of Mis. I.enna Salisbury.
preceded by picnic supper with Mrs

ROCKPORT

i

William

E.

Whitney

en

rlained

°rra Burns, Mrs. Huse Richards and

the members ol his Sunda; School'Mrs, Lillian Kellar, committee,

J

are easily discovered, others may be hard. See how long It will take
YOU to find them.

POR SALE—One-horse double runner
pung, at my farm ln West Rockport. In
quire NELSON B COBB. Fuller-CobbDavis.
7-9
FOR SALE—Double seated pung for
one or two horses, man’s fur coat, plow,
cultivator with wings, roll-top desk flattop desk. EFFIE M CLARK. 32 Oliver
St. Tel. 329-R.
7-9
FOR SALE—Heavy team sled, like new.
Also Toggenburg
rg ggoats, both sexes.
HOLMES. Back Cove.
J
'
Waldoboro.
7*9
FOR SALE—Dry wood. long. $10; fitted,
$14; Junks. $12: soft Junks. $8 L. F.
TOLLMAN Tel. ---------263-13 Rockland.6-14
____________________________
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood, $10; Junks,
$12: wood fitted and under cover. $14. O.
H. CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2.
4-tf
FOR SALE—Double runner pung. two
seats, one ton capacity, a bargain. A. P.
PRAY, Warren. Me_____
4*9
FOR SALE—Six room house and
garage, large lot at Pleasant Gardens.
For sale on rent plan. $15 per month.
Price $1500 V. F. STUDLEY. 69 Park St.
Tel. 1080.
156-tf
FOR SALE—Fox and rabbit hounds,
also some nice hound pups. Now ls the
time to get yours. R. W. JEWELL, Glen
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4
153-tf
FOR SALE—Fifty houses of all descrip
tions tn Rockland. A large list of sum
mer cottages. In fact all kinds ot real
estate. Come and talk over my list If
you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
375 Main St.. Tel. 77.
1-tf
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and
cottages for sale and rent, attractive
prices. Ideal loactlons, tea houses, and
shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast.
Maine.__________
1-tf
FOR SALE—Gas range with oven,
broiler and 4 burners. Used very little.
Tel. 186-R 64 SUMMER ST.
138*tf
FOB SALE—Two electric motors. 7‘i
h. n. end 2 h. p.. In good shape; also
standard computing scales. W F. TIB
BETTS. 148 Union St. Tel. 297-R.
1-tf

To Let
TO LET—A three room furnished
apartment with free lights and water.
THOMPSON'S. 16 Willow St.
9*11
TO LKT—Five room house, modern, on
Court St Apply ERNEST C. DAVIS, at
Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
9-tf
TO LET—Up stairs rent of three fur
nished rooms, electric lights and bath,
at 1? CRESCENT ST. Inquire on prem
ises or Tel. 1213-M.
8-10
TO LET—Four furnished rooms at The
Highlands, with garage, two minutes walk
to ear line. $15 per month, payable ln
advance. Apply to H. G. THAYER. 572
Old County Rd.
8-10
TO LET—A few nice rents of the bet
ter class, new and all modern, plenty of
sunehlne and fresh air. Furnished and
unfurnished. H. H. STOVER. Ill Llmerock St. Tel. 1201,_________________ 7-9
TO LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
ment, $22; 7-room tenement. $23 50.
Both have gas and electricity. Very
pleasantly located In good neighborhood.
Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
TO

LET—Oarage or storage $5 per
- STUDtLEY,
— 69 ~
Park “St.
153-tf

month.
V
’*
Tel. 1080.

TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
,1-tf
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St,
MRS. W. 8. KENNISTON, 176 Main St.
TeL 874-W
1-tf
TO LET—Five roo'm furnished apart.
All modem improvements. Inquire at
12 ELM 8T.
1-tf
TO LET—Apartment In Bloknell block.
Apply to B
SMITH, Thorndike * Hix
Lobster Co Tel. 208.
1-tf

Miscellaneous
STORAGE. GooA dry and clean, in
barn: $2.09 per month. S A. MACOM
BER. 23 Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel.
1158-W.
9*14
WATCH AND CLOCK repairing S
MACOMBER 23 Amesbury St.. Rocklai
Me. Tel. 1158-W
6'
RUO AND KNITTING YARNS for sale
by manufacturer. Samples free. H. A.
BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine.
155-11
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your sawa
and repair your furniture at 216 LIME
ROCK ST. Tel. 1010.
1-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St.
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES.
Tel. 519-J.
1-tf
NOTICE OF SEIZURE
Notice ls hereby given of seizure, at
Rockland. Me. as follows: one 1930 Ford
automobile and three 1 gal. cans alcohol,
seized for violation of Sec. 593-4 Tariff
Act of 1930 Any person claiming above
must appear at the Custom House at
Rockland, Me. and file his claim with
in twenty days from Jan. 13th, 1931. F.
M HUME, Collector
Rockland. Me. Jan. 13. 1931.
6-T-12
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You fan buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
•home news, at Central News Co . 66 Con
gress st.; or Ross News-stand, 381 (j Con
gress St.

£ >c/y-Oiher-Day

Society

Paris Decrees Feminine Styles
sa

In addition to personal notes regarding
departures and arrivals, this department I Mrs. John Stetson entertaining
especially desires Information of social j Friday evening at bridge at her home
happenings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes in Camden had as her guests, Mrs.
sent bv mall or telephone will be g'adlv Wilbur Senter Jr., Mrs. Seymour
received.
Cameron, Mrs. Raymond Perry, Mrs.
TELEPHONE ..................... 770 or 794-W

E. L. Scarlott, Mrs. Josephine Perry,
and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr., all
Bert St. Clair and sister, Kiss Zeta of Rockland, and Miss Hazel With
St. Clair of Bath, were the guests erspoon. Honors were won by Miss
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Witherspoon mid Mrs. Senter.
Maxey.
Mrs. William O. Cummings who
Elden Jones who has been at Knox has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital for treatment, has returned Donald Cummings, North Main
street, and other relatives for a few
to his home at Stanley lane.
weeks has returned to Topsfield,
Mrs. A. Ly Folsom of Aueusta is the Mass., to be with her son, Dana Cum
gue6t of her son, Perley Bartlett, mings.
North Main street.
Circle supper will be served at the
Congregational
vestry
tomorrow'
The Methebesec Club meets Friday night at 6 o'clock with this commit
afternoon at 2.30 at the home of Mrs. tee in charge: Mrs. E. L. Brown,
Minnie Rogers. Amesburv street, with chairman. Mrs. John I. Snow, Mrs.
Mrs. Rogers and Mrs. Anah Gay as A. J. Bird, Mrs. W. W. Spear, Mrs.
hostesses. Miss Annie Frye will be Charles Sheldon, Mrs. David Beach,
leader of the program, and E. C. Miss Ada Young, Mrs. R. W. Bick
Moran Jr., will be guest speaker.
ford. Mrs. Harrison Hicks. Mrs. La
forest Thurston and Mrs. Elonia
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown and Mrs. Tuttle. The annual business meet
E. J. Hellier entertained the Satur ing of the parish will follow directly
day Night Club at the Brown home after supper. It will be a very im
on Summer street, for dinner and portant meeting, with many matters
bridge. Honors were won by Mrs. to be discussed.
C. M. Kalloch, Mrs. A.' C. McLoon.
Mrs. George B. Wood, Alan L. Bird, Thc card party given by the Thom
Mr. McLoon and Mr. Wood. Mrs. aston Nursing Association Friday
Flora Folsom of Eoston was a guest. evening in the High School assembly
hall was a pronounced success, more
Mr. hnd Mrs. Frank Tirrell, Jr., ar than $40 being cleared to help carry,
rived home Sunday from a week ln on the work of the organization
There were 10 tables of auction, one
New York.
_____
,1 J of contract and one of cribbage.
Mrs. A. A.- Jameson of The High , Decorations of pine branches and
lands goes to Boston tomorrow. In evergreen trees were usrd, and a de
her absence Mr. and Mrs. Albra Perry lightful feature was thc several selec
tions given by an orchestra under the
will have charge of her home.
direction of Miss Alcada Hall. Mrs
1 Frank D. Elliot was chairman of
Baraoa Class meets Thursday eve thc general committee.
ning in the Methodist vestry with
the men in charge of the supper apd
Mr. and Horatio D. Crie of Thom
entertainment. Capt. John A. Ste aston have as their guest their
vens as chairman requests that each daughter. Dr. Ethel Crie, who has
member take bowl and dessert or been at South Bend. Ind., engaged in
soup spoon—essentials for the fish 1 tho practice of osteopathy since
chowder supper.
graduating from the Kirksville Col
lege of Osteopathy last June. Dr.
Mrs Faith G. Berry, third vice Crie specialized in women’s and
president of the State Federation oi children's diseases and maternity,
Music Clubs. goc6 today to Portland and plans to locate somewhere in
where she will attend a meeting of Maine.
the State board at the home of Mrs.
Guy P. Gannett, president, on the
Thomas Flemming is home from
Cape Shore, Wednesday at 11 a. m.
Redstone, N. II., where he attended
the funeral of his brother, John Ben
Mrs. Gladys Collins is in Boston ner.
for a few days.
Miss Jeanette Smith, home - from
Mrs. Alberta Rose left yesterday Portland for a few days, has as her J
for Boston where she will be the guest Miss Mary Kenney also ol'
guest of friends and relatives for a Portland.
few weeks.
Mrs. J. A. Stevens and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. William Bramhall T. Smalley entertained at supper
and family of Friendship were guests Sunday night at the home of Mrs.
Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Myron Stevens, - Rockland street. There
were 24 gue3ts, and tlie occasion
Mank, Court street.
served as a surprise birthday obser
Thc next meeting of the Rubin vance for Mrs. Fred Leach, who was
stein Club will be Friday, Jan. ^), given a shower of rose glassware.
Mrs. Samuel Levy is the guest of
when the annual Student Day pro
gram will be presented under the her sister, Mrs. David Mason, in
direction of Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Brookline. Mass., for two weeks.
The program will be given entirely
Hairy Wilbur was called to Swan's
by pupils of the various local njuic
teachers, both vocal and instru Island Saturday by the death of his
mental. and an invitation is extend father.
ed to teachers and parents of the
pupils to be guests of the club.
Mrs. Lawrence Hamlin was oper
ated on yesterday at Knox Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston spent i for appendicitis, and is reported in
the weekend with relatives in Farm a comfortable condition.
.
ington.
The Missionary Society of the Con
Raymond E. Thurston leaves to gregational Church will be enter
morrow for Boston on business, to be tained by Mrs. Rounds Wednesday
absent for a few days.
afternoon at the customary hour. A
general program of missionary activi
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. White are visit ty will be presented.
ing in New York, expecting to go on
to Washington, D. C., for a short tf ip.
The newly formed group of ladies
Mr and Mrs. John O. Stevens arc of the Congregational parish will
give h bridge party at the home of
in Lewiston for a few days.
Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Beech street,
Miss Carrie Barnard of Medford Thursday evening, at 8 o'clock. The
Hillside, Mass., is the guest of Mr. committees in charge are: Tables,
and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy, Masonic Mrs. A. R. Havener, Mrs. E. C. Mo
ran Jr., Mrs. Charles G. Hewett and
street.
Mrs. John G. Snow; favors, Mrs.
Ralph A. Sirffth, Mrs. L. N. Benner,
The card party to be given for the Mrs. Basil Stinson and Mrs. George
benefit of St. Bernard's Church to E. Dunton; refreshments, Mrs. David
morrow evening in the Thorndike Beach, Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs.
grill will have as an added feature Frank C. Norton, Mrs. Milton Griffin
solo dances by Miss Gretchen nnd Mrs. Edwin Edwards. Reserva
Fletcher of Belfast, who is conduct tions for 20 tables can be arranged.
ing dancing school in Temple halt
during the winter. Playing will be
gin at 8 and the hostesses are Mrs.
Donald Perry. Mrs. Francis Loupaine
and Miss Helen Burns.

Kennedy Crane left yesterday for
New York on a week's business trip.

Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins of Camden,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. Riker Proctor
and children, lefi thc latter part of
the week for New Orleans where
they will attend the wedding Feb. 15
of Miss Anna Carter Bostner, a
niece of Mrs. Robbins.
At a meeting ht the home of Mrs.
John I. Snow. Masonic street. Friday
afternoon a new working group of
the Congregational parish was
registered: Mrs. C. E. Gilley and Mrs.
David Beach, as co-chairmen, Mrs.
John I. Snow, Mrs. Harold Karl. Mrs.
Ralph A. Smith. Mrs. A. R. Haverter.
Mrs. George E. Dunton, Mrs. L- N.
Benn°r, Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs.
Basil Stinson, Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr.,
Mrs. J. E. Stevens. Mrs. Wallace
Spear, Mrs. Arthur L. Orne, Mrs. L.
B. Cook, Mrs. John G. Snow, Mrs.
Edwin Edwards, Mrs. Fred Colson.
Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell. Mrs. Rhama
Philbrick, Mrs. W. P. KeUey, Mrs.
Daniel Snow, Mrs. Charles Merritt,
Mrs. Frank C. Norton, Miss Marian
Norton, Mrs. Milton Griffin, Mrs.
Cleveland Sleeper, Mrs. Charles G.
Hewett, Mrs. Ginn and Mrs. Chaun
cey Keene”* Mrs. Karl was appoint
ed treasurer. Complete organization
will come later, so any women in the
parish who desire to join the gtoup
are asked to communicate with either
Mrs. Gilley or Mrs. Beach promptly.

PARISIAN BEAUTY
SALON

Complete Beauty System
Fredericks Permanent Waving and
Rewaving
67 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
Phone 898

<
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FLORSHEIM
SHOES »
There’s a world of
satisfaction in saving

on Florsheim nationally established

fine shoe values

;88.5
LE. BLACKINGTON
310 MAIN ST.

1

ROt'KLANI)

y NEW YORK ... The French fash
ions for the coming season empha
size femininity ln design, luxury in
fabrics and richness in coloring.
There is no longer any doubt that
the-preliminary news about a love
lier and more elegant mode had a
good foundation of fact.
J Even though the past months have
accustomed women to softer and
more alluring lines, the new French
frocka and coats reveal a very de
cided departure in that there is still
more'elaboration than has previ
ously been customary.
]. The'advance modes also have a
tendency towards a riot of color.
Colored frocks will be In strong de
mand, and milady must have many
of them in her wardrobe to be in
'style.' )
ytVith the advent of these dainty,
Colorful f garments'^there has ap
peared ' an J apparel' adjunct Indis
pensable for the wcll-gToomed and
fastidious J woman.) Dress < shields
colored to match the gowns In which
they are sewn are a necessity this
BeasSS . to pteserve their. pristine
freshness and charm?

through recent research by chem-,
ists connected with the house of
Kleinert it ls now possible to pro
duce a dye that is absolutely fast
and that can be guaranteed against 1
discoloration or fading. No longer'
need the wearer of an exquisite
frock or coat be worried by the
unharmonlous glare of a white
dress shield showing conspicuously'
through a sheer colored garment.
In Paris the leading American
manufacturer of dress shields main
tains offices where a style committee
notes new fashion and color trends
and reports them immediately to
New York headquarters so that it
is possible to produce and have
ready a stock of protective acces
sories in precisely the shades approved by the French. style cre
ators.
t
Two of the latest Parisian modes
as snapped by Kleinert representa
tives abroad are excellent illustra
tions of the beauty of the latest
dresses and coats now ready to ds
, light the women ot America.

UNION
Mrs. Irving Hinklcy of Springfield.
Mass., returned to her home Satur
day accompanied by her parents Mr.
and Mrs. James Cameron who will
spend the remainder of the winter
with her.
Linwood, young son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Witham. has returned
from Knox Hospital where he has'
been receiving treatment.
Mrs. Charles Burgess is at Evans■
Memorial Hospital in Boston for a'
surgical operation.
Fred Simmons has been thc guest
of his son Harlan Simmons in Rock
land.
Mrs. Carrie Wentworth went Sat
urday to Portland where she will
j visit her daughter. Mrs. Lester Grant.;
Mrs. Olive Burgess is in Massachusetts for a few weeks.
A joint meeting of the Ladies’ Aid j
and the Farm Bureau was held at j
the vestry last Friday. Dinner was
served by a committee chosen from
both organizations and a pleasant
meeting is reported.
The auxiliary of the 'Woman’s Home
Missionary Society met Thursday
with Mrs. Jennie Thurston. In spite
of the icy roads there was a good at
tendance and some business was
transacted.
A church school teachers' meeting I
is called for Wedriesday evening at
Wilbur Esancy's.
Eleven women attended tlie Farm
Bureau meeting Jan. 16 at the M. E.
vestry, subject "Main Dishes and
Left Overs.” During the forenoon a
balanced meal was prepared and
served to both groups of Ladies’ Aid
and Farm Bureau women. Follow
ing the “Square Meal For Health,"
at noon a meeting was called with
Mrs. Maud Calderwood. chairman.
The leaflet sent by our home demon
stration agent Miss Jessie M. Law; rence on "Recipes for Meeting on
Main Dishes and Left Overs' and
"Fine Points on Meal Planning" was
read and discussed.
• • * ♦
Knox County’s quota in the Red
Cross drought relief campaign ls
$3200 and Red Cross headquarters
asks immediate contribu.ions. Funds
may be sent to the Red Cross fund,
care The Courier-Gazette.

VINALHAVEN

A Better Washer
I

at a lower Price!
A New

EASY WASHER
for only

•50
•79
Now you can get a genuine new
EASY Washer—a better washer—
at a remarkable new low price that
saves you S20 and more. This
washer is not an old model cheap
ened to meet a price. It is new
throughout. Built to strictest stand
ards of quality and workmanship.
Come and see the construction feat
ures that make this new EASY thc
greatest washer value on the market
today. Standard General Electric
Motor. Big agitator. Jade green
porcelain enameled tub. Improved
balloon-type wringer rolls and many
other outstanding advantages.

Mrs. Abbie Hutchinson and Mrs.
You’ll be amazed that this wonder
Lettie Moore won honors at the ”63'
party given Saturday night by Mrs
ful new EASY Washer can be sold
Max Conway at her home.
at a price so low. Ask about our easy
Mrs. M. N. Chilles was hostess to
the Saturday evening bridge.
payment plan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Phillips and
daughter Norma left Monday foi
Boston.
Mr. Bishop of thc Black Granite
Co. arrived here by plane Sunday.
Rev. P. J. Clifford accompanied C
E. Boman to Rockland and return
at any of
our stores
Friday for an X-ray examination oi
\53sr*
his fractured arm.
News was received recently of the
cannot
be
on
the
winning
side,
let's
TENANT’S HARBOR
birth of a daughter Jan. 12 to Mr.
make a hard fight just the same.
and Mrs. Fred Noyes of Provi
Eureka Lodge held its installation dence. R. I.
Mildred Hupper has been confined
SOUTH HOPE
Thursday evening with Right Wor
to the house with a severe cold.
Mrs. Mary Wentworth entertained
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman are
shipful
District
Deputy
Ralph
Clark
Mrs. Anderson of Long Cove spent as installing officer, and I.eroy the Ace of Clubs at bridge Saturday occupying the Ida Bowley house.
the day last week here with friends. Chatto as marshal. The office's; evening.
Jeddie Simn'.onS is at the home ot
Mr. and Mrs. George Toon and son Hapry Paterson. W.M.; Harold Watts,
Mrs. Myra Cobb is in Knox Hospi M. H. Bowley.
George of Massachusetts were week S.W.; Robert Mariott. J.W.; Gran tal receiving treatment.
Martha Hartshorn was in Rockland
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry ville Baohelder, secretary; Charles
Mrs. Fred K. Coombs will entertain Saturday.
Paterson.
Mrs. Chkjc Mills is at Warren nurs
H. Leach, treasurer; Russell Mona at Bridge Eight Wednesday eveing Mrs. Cora Cushman.
The grammar and intermediate ghan. S.D.; Henry Allen, J.D.; Harold I ning at her home.
The mild winter weather is much
schools did not open Monday on ac Pratt, S.S.: Walter Ulmer, I.S.;
Mr .and Mrs. Oscar C. Lane left
count of the well not being com Henry Robinson, marshal; David ' Monday for a visit with friends in enjoyed by everyone. Thc children
arc improving thc time with sliding
pleted.
Sievenwright,
chaplain;
William Brookline, Mass.
and skating parties.
,
Some ot the townspeople have their Hastings, tyler. Music and program
Mrs. Sholes and son N. Cook Sholes
South Hope Grange conferred the
houses on the ice at Georges River were furnished by Kirk’s Orchestra. went to Rockland Friday by plane.
third and fourth degrees upon one
After the ceremonies a banquet was
ready for smelting.
Lafayette Carver and William Ben- candidate at their last meeting.
Puritan Rebekah Lodge has a con served.
It is pleasing to report that Mrs.
I ner were in Rockland thc past week.
test. Edwin Wheeler and Myron
Mrs. Oscar Olson and son were in Emily Pushaw, who is under treat
Wiley are the captains and it takes
ment at Ste Mari? Hospital, Lewis
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy Rockland Friday.
place after the regular meetings.
ton, is much improved in health arfd
All members are requested to be copies of Thc Courier-Gazette, with the
Mrs.
Albert
Wooster
is
spending
a
will soon be home.
present and help their captain, ell home news, at the Old South News few weeks in Rockland.
Washington St., next Old South
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Wellman were
they possible can. Tlie losing side Agency.
Church; also at M. Andelman's, 284 Tre
At the annual meeting Thursday weekend visitors In Lincolnville.
has to furnish the supper, but as all mont St.
evening of Royal Arch Chapter these 1 Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Taylor and Mr.
officers were elected: H. P.. George I Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mr. and Mrs.
A. Lawry; K.. Oscar C. Lane; S., S. B. Lermond were among those who
Edgar H. Bradstreet; Treas., Herbert j went to East Un on Tuesday evenng
583-7 Main Street
Tel. 721
Rockland
W. Fifield; 8ec., Freeman L. Roberts; to attend installation of the Grange
C. of H., George Strachan; P. S., Leo officers.
W. Lane; R. A. C., Charles L. Eoman;
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard of Rock
M. of 3d V., Leigh E. Williams; M. oi land were Sunday visitors at M. H.
2d V., Leslie B. Dyer; M. of 1st V., Ed Bowley's.
ward A. Smalley; finance committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw were
G. A. Lawry, O. C. Lane, E. H. Brad recently entertained at the home ol
TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
By JOSEPHIKE B. GIBSON
street. Installing officer Past Higli 1 Evelyn Vining.
Priest E. H. Bradstreet, was assisted
Severe colds are prevalent among
Director, Home Economics Dcpt.,
by Past High Priest O. C. Lane as j thc school children.
H. J. Heinz Company
Marshal. Installation will take place
George Payson of East Union has
'
Thc Wonder Air Picture of the Ycar!
Feb. 19.
; beeh in town the past week selling
HO does not remember when
SPECIAL
MATINEE
POR CHILDREN TODAY AT 4.00 O'CLOCK
'
Majestic
radios.
• • • •
almost every home maker was
Evelyn Vining and Martha Harts
forced to can and preserve sufficient
Knox County’s quota in the Rel horn were dinner gues's of Mr. and
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
foods to provide for the long winter
Cross drought relief campaign is Mrs. C. B. Taylor Sunday.
months when harvest had passed?
$32C0 and Red Cross headquarters
Shelf upon shelf was crowded to
asks immediate contributions. Funds
WHEN IN NEW YORK—You can buy
overflowing with canned fruits, veg
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
may be sent to the Red Cross fund, copies
home
news, at Hotallng’s agency, 303
etables and jellies. Even meats
care The Courier-Gazette.
West 40th St.
were preserved—since it was upon
her home store of good things that
grandmother had to depend for
that good dinner she often was re
quired to serve on short notice.
In these modern times, most of us
no longer actually prepare the
foods with which we stock our
pantry shelves. Thanks to scienti
fic discoveries in canning, we Can
WEB.-THURS.
have always at hand the makings
of complete and delicious meals.
And wise, indeed, is the woman
who takes full advantage of this
Twins in Body!
favorable situation by keeping an
Strangers
in Soul!!
adequate supply of staples and pre
pared foods always at hand.
Among the items which your
"Emergency Shelf" should yield at
all times are Cereals (both readySalmon with Tartar Sauce
to-serve and cooked), Cream Soups,
Oven Baked Beans, Cooked Spag (Sandwich Relish makes an excel
lent Tartar Sauce)
hetti, canned fish and meats of
in a dual role, thrilling you in Its
Baked Potatoes Creamed Peas
various kinds, vegetables (such as
return to thc screen, in
Hearts
of
Lettuce,
Russian
Dressing
peas, asparagus, corn and beets),
Canned
Fruit
Cakes
Relishes and Pickles, Spanish
Olives, Fruit Jellies, Salad Dress
ings and Sandwich Relish, packaged
Savory Dried Beef in Cream
cheese and crackers, canned fruits Preserved Sweet Onions
Celery
In
in variety and small packaged
Baked Potatoes
Hot Biscuits
with
cakes.
Currant Jelly
Be sure to replace any item as it
Fig Pudding with Sauce, or
DOROTHY SEBASTIAN
is used, and you soon will see how
Ice Cream
easy it is to prepare even an elab
Leather Pushers Act
with
orate meal—in short order—with
out a trip to the market. The fol Baked Beans in Green Pepper Shells
Audio Review
ROBERT McKENNA
lowing menus are suggestive of the
Sliced Tongue or Cold Ham
possibilities that lie in a wellSweet Mustard'Pickles
NOW PI AYING
ADDED
stocked ^Emergency Shelf”:
Creamed Corn
“THE ROYAL FAMILY"
Mince Meat Pie with Cheese
FREDRIC HAW 11
Our Gang Comedy
Song Carte ;n
Cream of Pea Soup Crisp Crackers
Fresh Cucumber Pickles Celery
Corned Beef Baked with Kidney
Browned Sausages with Cooked
Beans
Spaghetti
One
Home of
Home of
-S"”*
Buttered Asparagus
Shredded Cabbage, Carrot, and
of the
Paramount
Paramount
Hot Biscuits Pure Apple Butter
Chopped Pickle Salad
Publix Theatres
Pictures
Pictures
Theatre
Mixed Fruit Salad
Pure Apple Butter
Hot Biscuits
Packaged Cakes
Ice Cream with Butterscotch Sauce

Central Maine Power Company

We have it!

he

New 1931

Atwateb Iutot
RADIO
with the

Golden Voice
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

A Full "EmergencyShelf”
Means a Meal in Minutes

“HELL’S ANGELS”

W

BERT LYTELL

BROTHCRS

‘SIN TAKES A HOLIDAY’
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Every-Other-Day
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NOW OPEN—The New

1

HOTEL
**A

EDISON
hotel u-orthy ot its name"

47th St., Just west of Broadway, New York
In the center of the city’s business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high
standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel vour outstanding choice in New York.
To meet the present-dav demand for luxury as well
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur
nished them beautifully and installed every modern
convenience, such as radio, private bath and shou er,
circulating ice water, full length mirrors, tuo large

closets, etc.

1 OOO IDIOMS

1.000 BATHS
RADIO in every room

SINGLE from

*2.50

DOUBLE from *4.00
SUITES from

*7.00

Special rates for
permanent guests

For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persons is available

William F. Thoruann
Manager

Telephone PEnn. 6-8600

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convemem tc all poinrs ol interest—Modern in every way
An enjoyable vie* from our spacious ground-floor porches which
surround the hotel
Manv rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN
and 1st Ave. S. E

Cori.er Second St.

Booklet
on

Application
,M H.Mase

RATES: (European)
Single 32.50 to $'.00 daily
Double $5.00 to $'.2.00 daily
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

(June co
October)

Hotel
Maselynn

/

VENICE, flORIDA
/^L

//i

your vacation plans:

Situated on {he Gulf ol Mexico:

where every out-doorsport and
recreation may be enjoyed...
Tdshinq:

Gulf-River-Bay.

Bathing: SurfintheOulfof Mexico.
Golf: Turf fairways: GrassGreens; unsurpassed id Tiorida.

HOTELS
PARKVIEW
AND

SAN MARCO
offer comfort, rest and toad equal to

any in Florida—Our own faints with all
fresh vegetables.. Eggs, Poultry, also
delicious Strawberries daily.

Tied J. Tuller. Manager.

fhorrx

a

'ANDERECiIl

New Hampshire Educator,
Killed In Philippines, of
Union Parentage

In Saturday’s issue was briefly
noted the tragedy in the Philippines
which cost the death of Arnold EastI man Bartlett, a son of the late
Alonzo and Lula (Eastman) Bartlett
of Union. A Manchester (N. H.)
paper published the following con
cerning-the deceased:
• • • •
Dr. Walter A. Bartlett of this citv
The president of Armour and Co., received a cablegram from the Phil
Magic Valley of Texas
Of late there has been a great deal F. Edson White, tells us that this ippines informing him of the death
country has gone through 15 depres of his brother. Arnold Eastman Bart
of “chain store" discussion, not only sions in the past 50 years. That we lett. in an automobile accident at
in Rockland, but in every state, and not only recover from every one of Taghlarn. where with his wife he
especially here in the South. The them, but that we gain enough be made his home.
During his last visit to Manches
chain groceries are strongly en- tween times to make us the most
powerful and prosperous people of
; trenched down here ln Texas, and the world. That the American Deo- ter in 1926, when he remained with
his brother for four months, Mr.
the independent merchants l)a¥e the ple are normally great spenders. Bartlett said that he had definitely
same problems here that they do up That we should shun the optimist ) decided to reside in the Philippines
. there. And they indulge In the same and Ignore the pessimist and go until his death. In accordance with
discussions and the same arguments. ahend on the theory that what has his expressed wishes, he will be
happened in the past is the best in- buried in the little town of Bohol,
If you are interested in this sub dication of what will happen again.
Born and educated in the schools
ject you will be interested in a deci
V- <•> <§> -»>
' and colleges of New Hampshire, Mr.
sion of the Supreme Court of the
The big steel interests were holdremained for one year at
District of Columbia, recently hand ing meetings in New York City the the University of New Hampshire as
second week in January, planning a ' a:l u’atTuct?r and ^hen deParteci Jor
ed down.
gigantic combine that will out- '
Philippines to become a teacher
The result will be more chain
in the high schools on the island.
stores than you ever dreamed could merger any previous merger by more
Because
of his ability he was soon
be possible. Briefly, the decision of than a thousand millions of dollars. promoted and assumed the duties of
Russia
is
sending
steel
over
here
now
the United States Supreme Court
principal of the school ln which he
permits Armour, Swift, Wilson, Mor and delivering it cheaper than we started as' instructor. A few years
can
manufacture
it.
ris and Cudahy, greatest of the beef
later he became district superinten
packers, to use their organizations,
dent of schools, a position which is
their refrigerator cars, their local
Russia also sends us wood-pulp for comparable to commissioner of edu
storage houses and crews and equip- the Maine and Massachusetts mills. cation in New Hampshire—under
ment, and engage in the wholesale And she delivers coal in New York civil contract with the War Depart
business and sell directly to retailers cheaper than we can mine It. Big ment of the United States. He was
in any trade unrelated to the packing business is getting together for pro just completing his 19th year as a
business. Which, translated, means tection. Financial writers tell us that member of the educational force In
that the big beef packers can now sell when things get going again we are the Philippine Islands when his
fish, vegetables of all kinds, fruits of due to see some of the biggest com death occurred.
all kinds, molasses, spices, coffee, bines of great industries ever known
The cablegram informing his rela
teas, nuts, flour, sugar, rice, all in the history of the world
tives in Manchester of his sudden
cereals, all grains, and so on for an
•$ <$>
demise carried no details regarding
endless list of everything that isn't
Without any comment for or the manner in which the accident
meat. It means the small whole against this valley, or
boosting happened. Mail travels slowly from
saler will have to look out.
southern and western” interests, I the Philippines to Manchester and it
These big packers now have estab
the following for your in will be at least five or six weeks be
lishments in every city of any size submit
formation
that you may know what fore the facts are known.
in the United States, just as they is going on
Mr. Bartlett was born in Manches
miles away from
have in Rockland and other Maine Knox County,2000
in southern Texas. I ter. Aug. 28, 1892. and obtained hi£
cities, and they can now use this can't seem to find anyone down here early education in the Ash street
equipment^ with side-tracks, refrig lying awake nights trying “to handi grammar school and at the Manches
erator cars, delivery trucks and what cap Rockland by outside-conspiracies ter High School. He was graduated
rot and branch right out and supply against their business interests," as from the latter institution in 1910
I every retailer In their community one reader suggests. These boys are and immediately matriculated at
with most anything he wants, should too busy building a new agricultural New Hampshire University. He was
they decide to get out of the food empire to “conspire" against any a member of the Kappa Sigma fra
line.
ternity and directed the university
With their meat business well es one or anything in Maine. I find publication.
of them don’t know just where
tablished. the merchants here fear many
Upon graduating in 1915 he accept
the first move will be to go after the Maine is—and care less. No con ed a position as instructor at the
grocery business—the grocery whole spiracy here, I assure you. Read university and remained there for a
salers and jobbers, and give them a this:
run. Whatever happens, the editors Homescekers Mondav Total 650 in year.
The Philippines appealed to the
Valley
down here are all het up over the
man as an excellent field
“Harlingen. Texas. Jan. 12.—More Manchester
decision.
which to pursue his chosen pro
It should be noted, however, that than 850 hemeseekers arrived over the in
the Court, in its decision, takes great Missouri Pacific lines Monday mom- fession. however, and he left in 1916
pains to explain that this does not ing, detraining in Harlingen, it was to become a teacher in the high
His qualifications were
tend toward monopoly, since there is reported today. Six hundred arrived school.
no one of the packing houses that on two special trains, and 50 more quickly recognized by the govern
has anything like a monopoly at this c3me in on the regular train. Other ment and in the short space of a few
time. However, it might be one of parties are expected Tuesday. No years he was at the head of the
those "mergers" we hear so much reports were available Monday from school district.
In 1919 he returned to this country
about—one of those things into the Southern Pacific, but it is
which all lines of big business seem thought that possibly a hundred and visited Dr. and Mrs. Bartlett for
three months. The desire to see
to be drifting.
more arrived over that line."
something of the world led the young
miln to arrange his schedule so that
he would visit several countries on
MRS. NOYES SPOKE
the way to his native city and on the
return trip to his adopted community
At Meeting of Junior Music
in the Philippines.
Five years later he was married to
Clubs — Junior Harmony
,
Come on folks with me and let us a young widow in Bohol and in 1926
Club Envied
take a real saunter. 'Twas in Janu- Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett traveled ex
-------ary '85, and only a few of us are now tensively through foreign countries
on a belated honeymoon trip to
Mrs. Leola Noyes has returned from alive.
Portland where she attended Friday
This happened on the above date Manchester. They visited the city
afternoon a meeting of the council1 ”'as teaching in South liicrr- for four months and then left on a
,
. .. ,
»7 - ™
aston. I am not depending upon my roundabout tour for the “islands."
lors of the Junior Music Clubs of the ,memory for T am copying from the
Mr Bartlett is survived by the
widow; his brother, Dr. Walter A.
.State Federation of Music Clubs at written page of "Dad's" diary.
’ the home of Mrs. Guy P. Gannett.: "Friday, Jan. 30, 1885. Arrived at Bartlett of this city, and a sister,
There were about 50 present. Mrs. I Thomaston on the train at 5.40 p. m. Mrs. Florence B. Groves of 386 Cilley
_
supper.
No foQt
convevance
for road.
Gannett
s u„„„nr„i
beautiful home had cnor.
snap- Got
hQmesome
struck
Qut m
. go{
He was a member of Hillsborough
dragons and tulips in van-colors as a mQe out on t^e roa(j met a.B.C. Lodge, No. 2 of Odd Fellows, a Mason
room decorations, and following the going to Thomaston. He turned and was a veteran of the World War
meeting tea was served, with Miss about and walked home with me. During the war he was stationed at
I Julia E. Noyes, past president of the We were about three hours and bad Fort McKinley in Manila.
„ J
j
[walking at that. Did not feel tired
j Federation, and Mrs. George Gould. ■ much when I got home. They want- A COAT OF COAL TAR
i recording secretary, pouring.
: ed $3 to bring me down from ThornMiss Louise H. Armstrong, the new aston.”
! Junior State Counciiior, announced | From this point I will go on from How It Helped Spoil a Dispo
' that
. . in
. view of, the tact that the my
own
of tQ
that famous
sition, According To Vera
saunter
. ..memory
Dad„
State convention was scheduled to the
Monday, Jan. 26. There had
cious Writer
meet in Aroostook County next fall, : been a heavy snowstorm Jan. 24. the
steps were being taken to arrange to j heaviest storm of the winter. On Editor of The Courier-Gazette.—
have Junior Day held in Portland in j
main river road in South ThomWe remember of swapping yarns
the spring, to make it possible for
they had deserted the highway
the juniors to attend. Miss Burke, i anC] were going through the fields. a few years ago with our friend Capt.
! contest chairman, talked on the stu- Friday evening after supper Charlie Tcm, telling him about a tarring
dent contests to be held in April; Miss Oliver, who was school agent for down experience we once had that we
Nellie McCann of Gorham spoke on : (hat district, drove up and wanted had always considered an awfully
the Junior paper, the “Appogiatura; jme (0 go to Thomaston with him. raw deal. We had our laueh about it
Miss Marshall of Dover-Foxcroft on ) i,ye ha(j gone over the railroad cross- and he remarked that he thought he
"High School Musical Problems;" jng before you get to Thomaston, and could tell of one that had that beaten
Miss Thomas of Portland on. "The j saw a man walfcing towards us. by a mile.
He wanted to know if we knew
Public School and Jazz Music;” Mrs. jThe moon shone on the buttons on
Dawley on “Better Music;’’Miss Chase i hjS overcoat. “Dad" had an over- Eddie R. and George G.; we assured
of Deering on "Club Work in the coat with pearl buttons as big as a him we did—had been to school with
School;” Mrs. Boothbay of Gorham , half dollar.
So I said to Charlie: them—that they started off to sea
High School on “Modern Music;" and [ “That's my father coming,” and sure the year before we did.l “Well," he
said, "we were bound to the westward
Mrs. Doten of Portland told of the enough it was.
in the Belle O'Brien coming to St.
club which she has recently organ
The details of the journey are: John and they were forward. Have
ized—the “Bring Your Ears Club,” "Well, son glad to meet you.” “Same
whose purpose is to listen and then here, ‘Dad,’ but why walking?” they ever spoken of it?”
I told him that we had heard
tell what has been heard.
Well. I went into the livery-stable
Mrs. Noyes to her surprise was an(j asked them how much to take George speak of it once but only so
called upon to speak, and gave a, me (-0 Tenant’s Harbor, $3. There .far as I could remember, to say that
brief outline of the Junior Harmony ’ js no way tftat j can earn a (jay s there was a Henrys in the crew who
Club's activities and aspirations. pay eaSier than by walking there. So was a wonder in splicing a wire rope.
This club has earned the sobriquet of j went in and had an oyster stew and “Yes." Capt. Tom said. “I remember
him, all right. As we were expecting
the “Wealthy Club,” it being the came along."
to take on a cargo of deal, with its
soundest club financially in the State.
(In those far off days an Oyster
Mrs. Noyes’ announcement that the Stew had calories, proteins, vitamins, deckload, a'.l our work was aloft and
club at the present time has a sum salts, iron etc., enough to carry a over side—no work about decks, at
all. and when we were due in St.
of $148 in its treasury brought a rous man 20 miles without refueling).
John, work was slack.
ing hand, and at the close of the
We came along to my boarding
“One day I noticed Eddie and
meeting Mrs. Noyes was besieged with place and stopped for a few moments,
questions as to how it could be done. and then struck out for the Harbor. George scouring their knuckles with
canvas and sand, trying to remove
An interesting announcement made
I Imagine “Dad" finished better
at the meeting was that the State than Boze, even if he was 50 and I the signs of honest toil, by which a
Federation is sponsoring broadcasts only 20. I rode back on the stage
from Station WCSH, taking place on next morning anyway, so it seems
alternate Sunday afternoons from 3 that “I did not choose" to walk back.
to 3.30. The broadcast of last 8unday Now listen to what “Dad" has to say
was given by the Kotzschmar Club.
next day;
"Saturday, Jan. 31, 1885. I am
feeling somewhat sore from my little
Whenever the end of tlie day finds
walk last evening. Can’t say it is you out-of-sorts; food doesn’t tempt
much of an appetizer for me.”
you and won’t digest; breath is had;
Forty-six years after, I think I tongue coated, just chew a eandy tab
could do the same thing again, if let before bedtime. Tomorrow you’ll
^jfoirW —
they would keep the autos off the be a new person!
road. Chances are that Saturday
A candy Casearet clears up a bil
YyoUarei\r,
afternoon, Jan. 31, 1885 I walked to ious, gassy, headachy condition every
the yellow house on the hill by the time. Puts appetite on edge. Helps
church in Thomaston, but that's an digestion. Activates bowels.
other story, so we’ll let that go until
Cascarcts arc made from cascara,
$bCJ4I,ENG^AVLNG
which
authorities
say
actually
next time.
The Saunterer.
strengthens bowel muscles. So, take
Somerville, Mass.
kTHE COURIEB-OAZET.E

To “Point-Up” Appetite
Just Stimulate Bowels

We make our printing say 'Hello'
. . . cordially, interestingly, at
tractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and con
vincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.

STATIONERY
BOOKLETS
BROCHURES
BROADSIDES
OFFICE AND
FACTORY
FORMS

15he Courier-Gazette
Rockland, Maine

ROCKLAND
MAINE

WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
home news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
gress St.; or Ross News-stand, 3811 Con
gress St.

these delightful tablets as often as
vou please; or give them freely to
children. All drug stores sell CasCarets for a dime, and no dollar prep
aration could do better work.

Lock your door
on Birthdays!”
SAYS

HUGH TREVOR,
“ The woman who wants
to win and hold adora
tion should keepy o u th, ”
Hugh Trevor says.

“Stage and screen
t stars hold the admira
tion they have won
year after year. Birth
days don’t rpatter at all. And now
adays other women are learning their
complexion secret!”
“ To keep youthful charm, guard com
plexion beauty,” the lovely actresses
will tell you. “Use soothing Lux Toilet
Soap, regularly, as we do!”
Important actresses throughout the

famous screen star

world remain young, lovely, alluring,
year after year! In Hollywood ... on
Broadway... in Europe, they guard com
plexion beauty—KEEP youthful charm—
with Lux Toilet Soap. They have made
this fragrant, very white soap official in
all film studios. It is found in theatre
dressing rooms throughout the country!

Guard complexion beauty as
9 out of 10 lovely screen stars do
The countless stars all over the world
who use this white soap find it soothing
to every type of skin! Whatever your
type may be, you, too, will find Lux
Toilet Soap the perfect complexion care!

Lux Toilet Soap.JO*
The caress of dollar-a-cake French toilet soap
stranger, more especially a lady
'riend, could tell that they belonged
to the laboring class.
[Now. Mr. Editor, it may be that
vou don't know about the varieties of
tar—such as we used in those davs
aboard the wind-jammers.
Bu‘ 1
there were two kinds. One was a
vegetable product, and" was in use
.■very day on the rigging arid so on; I
and while it burned your hands and
made them crack and turned them a
delightful (?) brown, it was as cold
cream almost, compared to the other
variety—coal tar. Coal tar is a gas
house product and would burn wood
or anything else with which it came
in contact a deep and enduring
black, and what it would do to trip
hands of poor little boys a long ways
from home, could not be tokl in ;
words of one syllable. 1
"Well.” said Capt. Tom, “I thought
it a shame that they s'nou’d go home i
without any gloves, especially black
ones, so I had them get up out of the
tween decks, some mooring chains,
that we had and needed a coat of
coal tar; you know how it is with
mooring chains? Then after they
had scoured them nicely with canvas,
I had the boys give them a good coat
if coal tar. And as the brushes had
been all cleaned for port and wit
iway, I had them use wads of oakum,
instead. So, you see, they had a nice
pair of gloves to wear home—black
ones, that hadn’t cost them a cent.
Wasn’t that fine? Had a nice pair
of black gloves to wear home that
hadn't cost them a cent and would
last for weeks. What do you suppose
their girls thought when they saw
them?”
I told him that we didn’t know or
care what their girls may have said
or thought when they saw them, but
I knew what I would have done in
their place when I caught him '
ashore.
He wanted to know what that was
and I told him that I would have
been one to have helped to give him
a good pounding.
He laughed; “Well,” he said, “they
both said if they ever caught me in
Thomaston, they would give me a
licking. The next time that I saw I
George, he was captain of a three- 1
master and apparently had forgotten
it; I never saw Eddie afterwards."
Are you surprised, Mr. Editor, that
my disposition was spoiled and that
I am so hard to get along with?
Pardner

Ship Ahoy Mr. Motor Fan!

VA.: Water, water everywhere. Here it a unique view of
NORFOLK,
the gargantuan James River Bridge which leape
mllee eoroee
the James River connecting Newport News and Norfolk, Va. It'e the
4'/2

world’s longest highway bridge end takes the motorist almoet out of
sight of land. It cost $6,000,000 and has a draw apan large enough
through which to pass the Leviathan.
___

131 ATTENTION FARMERS!

NOW is the“Get Ready”Season
A season to make repairs—replace parts on your Farm Tools and
Machinery.
Tell us your wants—we’ll fill them! Know our prompt service,
reasonable prices, and 61 years dependability.
•
Then, too—get our prices on the

NEW FARM EQUIPMENT
you have in mind to buy this season. Our catalog lists over 5000
items. Write for copy

THE CANADIANS
ARE THE GREAT
EST CONSUMERS OF
TkjTTER IN
i THE WORLT)LBS FEJ?

CMTPk-VERNR)

rCDERAL and TIMPtt STS.,

FTRTt/VXD

MAINE

